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OHIO SOIL STUDIES. I. 
CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL ANALYSES OF THE SOILS UNDER 
EXPERIMENT. TYPES REPRESENTED. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 
BY A. D. SELBY AND JNo. W. AMES. 
The results contained in the following pages are the outcome 
of work begun in a preliminary way several years ago; this re-
search has been pursued because of the need to leJ.rn about the 
composition and behavior of the soils upon which the various an<l 
diverse experiments of the Station have been carried forward. 
As to situation, the soils studied include the plots from the 
Station farm at Wooster and those of the Ohio State University 
farm at Columbus, as well as the soils of the northeastern test 
farm at Strongsville, Cuyahoga county, of the former northwestern 
test farm at Neapolis, Fulton county, of the southwestern test 
farm at Germantown, :M;iami county, and of the proposed south-
eastern test farm, Carpenter, Meigs cout1ty. The results thus 
far obtained are by no means final, but it bas seemed desirable to 
publish an account of the progress ma<le in the hope that the de-
tails may aid the farming public in appreciating the lack of exact-
ness in many popular descriptive terms applied to our Ohio soils, 
as well as the more or less peculiar characteristics of the soils 
upon which the published work of the Station has been largely 
conducted. 
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The anal) tical >vork ha<; been very largely performed by Mr. J. 
W. Ames, while a<..,:,i..,tdnt chemist, under direction of A. D. Selby, 
for some time chemist. All the chemical analyses of the soils of the 
Ohio State University Farm, Columbus, were made by Mr. F. J. 
Falkenbach; a large amount of preliminary work upon the Wooster 
soils was done by Mr. L. M. Bloomfield, both of these last named 
having been connected with the Station at the time the specified 
work was done. 
In conducting such a series of analyses many pr?blems must 
be worked out for the soil under examination, as is well exempli-
fied in the weight of sample required for hydrochloric acid diges-
tion in the soils of Wooster and Neapolis. Similar problems obtain 
in the matter of the mechanical analyses, and much checking of 
preliminary results must necessarily be m~de. 
That work of the extent and character presented herein re-
quires time for its completion will be readily admitted; that this 
period has been extended because of the limited laboratory assi-,t-
ance and the execution of other necessary Station investigations pur-
sued in the chenJcallaboratory, should also be stated. 
The methods pursued are concisely stated and the detailed re-
sults are fully published in the subsequent pages of the bulletin. 
GENERAL CONSIDERA'I'IONS. 
If each technical discussion of results of investigations must 
always be prefaced by all the information bearing more or less di-
rectly upon the subject treated, the great length burdens all. On 
the other hand many limitations and specifications are to be em-
phasized. 
In this bulletin in every instance, whether of one farm or an-
other, the analyses given represent the composition <_?f the soil at 
the time, or very near the time, the experiments were inaugurated 
upon the particular area. The s;unples for the analyses we1·e take~t 
from the unfertilized plots. 
At Wooster the soil had been under cultivation for about 60 y~ars 
on the East Farm and 40 years on the South Farm; at Columbus 
for about .50 years. As to Strongsville the land had been cle<:red 
for about 40 years and bad been pastured for several years (about 
20) just previous to its leasing and occupancy by th~ Station. At 
Neapolis in the oak openings, so called, the land was newly cleared 
about 3 to .5 years before the soil samples were taken. At G-er-
mantown the land had been cleared for .50 year' and at Carpenter 
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for 30 years. All soil samples therefore represent as nearly as possible 
t!ze condition and comjJo ,//.on o/ t!zc so."Zs at r,: c u.;.;;imting of e."<f;eri-
mentation upon them, or as 11c .r t:c t,mc Df !xgmniug as tlze Statzon 
haa secured assistance jc,r so.! a za J' . ..;. 
The influence of f e c o.'l ing nn<l fertililing practiced upon 
the later 8o!l condition and composition remains for other "studies" 
in the same lin:::s to det<·rmine; nor is it the province of this paper 
to set forth what fertilizers should be used upon a soil of the given 
composition. Such matters prope'hy belong elsewhere, particularly 
in the bulletins upon the md.intena~.'ce of fertility, including Bulletin 
No.llO. 
As the title indicates this is a soil study intended to be helpful 
as the basis for experimentation and to supply the information 
from which at a future tir:::e the effects of the several practices fol-
lowed upon these soils may be determined by comparative examina-
tion. Such results as these should prove of both present and fu-
ture value to the investigators \vorking in this line; the sole and 
sufficient test of their usefulness in the end must rest upon their 
substantial accuracy. No reasonable effort has been spared to at-
tain this end. 
As later indicated under method of sampling, the first six 
inches is called SOIL; the second six inches SUBSOIL. The depth of 
six inche::o in these soil-s represents as nearly as may be followed by 
a uniform measurement O\ er all, the depth of the soil that bas been 
<:isturbed or altered by cultivation. One dces not need to restate 
l:ow marl,ed is frequently the color contrast between the humus-
lO:ntaining sGJl ard the subsoil on cultivated lands o£ the types 
l-h:efly indud~.;d herein. 
The senior author is much impressed by the divergence of the 
laboratory results from the popular descriptive terms applied to 
these same samples. No true "clay" soils are found on the six 
farms under discussion. A fuller statement of views on this sub-
ject of soil classification and the names applied to the soils in ques-
tion, will be found in a subsequent portion of this bulletin. 
THESE SOILS CHIEFLY IN THE GLACIATED AREA. 
The farms named upon which experiments have been made 
and soils studied are all, with the single exception of that at Car-
penter, Meigs county, in the glaciated portion of Ohio. This is a 
fact of which the reader must properly tal;e cognizance; it opens 
the way to understand t~e va1 iety in the cl:aracter of the pebbles 
fou .d in them (see p. 87) and, with certain reservations, the es-
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sential uniformity of the samples from the same farm. No equally 
exhaustive examinations have been made of soils where the "coun· 
try rock," that is the underlying stratum or strata, determine ex· 
elusively the soil compo:sition and character; but two samples from 
Carpenter were analyzed. Yet the underlying rocks are not with-
out influence upon the:;,e selfsame glaciated soils. The Wooster 
farm is underlaid by sandy shales and sandstone of the Waverly 
group; that of Strongsville by the Cuyahoga shale; that of Columbus 
rests upon the Huron shale and this in turn is underlaid by the 
corniferous limestone. The Germantown soil appears to be glacial 
till and that of Carpenter to be derived exclusively from a coal measure 
shale. Stratigraphically speaking, the test farm lands at Neapolis 
rest upon the same, or nearly the same formation as those of the 
University farm, Columbus, but the soil is the deep lacustrine, lit-
toral or dune sand of what is called the fourth beach.-~< 
These soils are very much like the sands of the present lake 
beach at Cedar Point, Erie county; they have their soil counter-
parts in the "oak openingb" districts of several different counties. 
While the foregoing statements of fact need to be made, too 
much stress might easily be placed on the particular underlying rock 
stratum; it would be especially easy to do this in the Germantown 
district and the same applies with force at Neapolis. We can con-
ceive, without any great effort of the mind, how these shore sands 
of Neapolis will contain chiefly the insoluble silica, able to resist 
both abrasion and solution, irrespective of underlying rocks. The 
Strongsville soils appear to derive their character from the Cuy-
ahoga shale, but their content in magnesia is conspicuous. This 
foo is possibly referable to the composition of the Cuyahoga shale. 
In general for Ohio, it appears that soils of the upland or plateau 
nature of those heretofore chosen for Station experimentation may 
derive their chief characteristics from the underlying strata, irres-
pective of whether these soils are situated within or without the gla-
cial area of the state. It may be assumed to be otherwise with un-
stratified drift deposits, or :field alluvial deposits, which make up a 
very considerable portion of the farming lands of the state. In 
them we may expect to find a mixed character. A little reflection 
would lead us to infer that the results obtained by the examination 
of the soils heretofore mentioned are in consonance with the con-
ditions surrounding their formation and their subsequent history. 
Drainage tffects from the uplands during a long forest period might 
*Oh10 Geology I; 549,570. Also II; 63. 
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be expected to remove a good deal of the material originally lying 
thereon, and only such as is held by the vegetation growing upon 
these lands will constitute the :final soil of the farm. 
DIFFERENTIATION OF SOIL AND SUBSOIL. 
While, as already stated, of the samples taken, the :first six 
inches in depth is called "soil," and the second six inches "sub-
soil," it does not follow that in every case these measurements 
sharply mark the differentiation of soil ±rom subsoil. For, as is 
known to all practical men who have followed the plow, there is be-
tween the true soil and subsoil, outside of black lands, a sharp line 
of demarkation. This line of demarkation may yet vary in depth 
with the soil in question, the basis of the variation being found in 
the soil character and in the soil histo1-y. The arbitrary depth of 
six inches has been found fairly true to the facts in the soils exam-
ined by us. Reference to the tables giving the average results of the 
chemical analyses of these various soils will show a relati\'e same-
ness in the insoluble matter and soluble silica; further, that there 
is an appreciably greater percentage of soluble mineral constituents 
in the subsoil at the same time that the amount of organic matter 
is greater in the soil than in the subsoil. It will be noted also that 
where the land has been in grass for some time, as in the Pomeroy 
tract at Strongsville, the range of difference in organic matter in-
creases. By reference to the loss on ignition sustained by these 
soils, as reported in the mechanical analyses, much truer tests 
of the relative amounts of organic matter in soil and subsoil 
will be gained. The loss on ignition in the Strongsville samples 
of the soil is often almost double that occurring in the sub-
soil. While this loss is derived in part f1·om a number of vol-
atile compounds, such as carbonates and water in combination, 
a larger va~iation is probably to be a 'tributed to the organic 
matter destroyed by ignition. At Wooster the difference is very 
much less, amounting on the average to less than 1 per cent. The 
sands of Neapolis also show suggestive differences in these regards. 
Attention is invited to this point. This is not the place to enter 
i.1 to a discussion of the various differences in the proportions of 
.Le constituents of soil and subsoil in order to trace these to their 
e2>.act origin. A passing mention is all that is undertaken. 
GENERAL SIMILARITY IN THE MECHANICAL CONSTITUENTS OF THE 
SOILS OF WOOSTER, STRONGSVILLE, GERMANTOWN AND CARPENTER. 
Attention is for a time directed to the illustrations setting 
forth the average mechanical composition of the soils of Wooster, 
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Strongsville, Germantov;n and Carpenter. If one contemplates these 
illustrations and td.ble"' he will note the marked similarity of these 
soils in the mechanical elements belonging in the group designated 
silt and _line :,ill. The same applies also to the soil of the Universit} 
Farm at Columbus. There is a tendency to,vard comparative uni-
formity between these constituents in the soils and su bso.1 > exam-
L1ed. These similar amounts of silt elements should lend a si .:ilarity 
b general behavior and in the reactions from various trcJ:tments ap-
plied in culture. Contrast for a moment this series of illustrations 
·with those of the Neapolis soil and subsoil. Herein we find that about 
es per cent of the mechanical elements of these soils fall within the 
sand group and that less than 5 per cent. are found in the silts. No 
sharper contrast can be offered in soils than that shown between 
the soils of Neapolis and the soils of the other tracts examined. 
The actual relative behavior of these soils under culture, leav-
ing out of consideration those of Neapolis, will be influenced by a 
variety of facts; among others, first, perhaps will stand the per 
centage of clay. Next, possibly the amounts of sand. It ic; not 
clear just which of these will exercise the more noticeable and per-
vasive influence. 
Possibly other features relating to the chemical constitution 
o[ the soil elements, such as the content in lime and magnesia, may 
L1fiuence the actual behavior of silt soils of these types. Some feat-
~ res indicate both a chemical and" mechanical influence for mag-
nesia. In respect to this feature attention may be directed to the 
relative percentages of magnesia in the various soil,, particularly 
io the ratio between the lime and the magnesia content so cc,n-
bpicuously low in the Strongsville and Germantown soils. Atten-
tion is called at this time to the general similarity in the mechan-
i.:al constituents of the soils of Wooster, Strongsville, Germantown 
and Carpenter in order that it may not be overlooked in future 
consideration. The other fact of the dissimilarity of the Neapolis 
soil wi11 be easily and generally apprehended. 
GEOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF THE SOILS ANALYZED. 
WooSTER, STATION FARM:-As already intimated, the soils of 
the Station lands, \Vooster, of which soil examinations have been 
made, are situated in Wooster township, Wayne county, Ohio, and 
are in the nature of a rather level plateau immediately underlaid 
by shaly sandstones. 'l'he accompanyin::; i1lustrations will convey 
a fairly correct idea of the appearance of these lands. The native 
growth, in so far <.C.> trees arc concerned, consists largely of oak, 
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chiefly white and black, hickory, several species, with a:1 occas1onal 
chestnut 011. the higher lands, and with a marked undergrowth o£ 
flowering dogwood. Geologically speaking, the soils rest upon 
the sandy shale of the upper portion of the Waverly, known as the 
Logan group. (Ohio Geology, vol. VII, pages 32·33.) This shaly 
sandstone, or sandy s~ale, as we may call it; is readily broken up 
by atmospheric agencies an.d _yields in large measure such mineral 
constitue~ts as w~ :find in the Wooster soils. At one point on the 
Station farm not far distant from the continuous crop plots (see 
Table Vill) a quarry was opened from th~ 'bottom of which the 
buff sandstone used in the construction of the Station buildings 
was obtained. In this quarry it was found that at the depth of 
about 15 feet these sandy shales were replaced by the sandstone 
quarried for the purpose stated. 
In point of mechanical as well as chemical soil constituents 
our studies have convinced us of the very large part these sandy 
shales have played in the origin of the Wooster soils. Whatever 
glaciation may have done for the district as a whole it appears to 
have left' only slight traces of the·drift on these lands. These traces 
are marked by the percentage of granite and quartzite constitu· 
ents in the coarse gravel, obtained in the preparation for the soil 
samples (see Table I below). 
It may b"e further observed that it seems probable that these 
proportions of the comparatively resistant minerals spoken of are 
largely in excess of the contributions the drift materials have made 
to our soils. 
TABLE I. Showing the proportion and character of the several kinds of soil 
particles LARGER '.!'HAN. TWO MILLIME'£ERS IN DIAMETER, excepting- stones, 
found b,1 tl1e first six inches of the several svils examined.* 
KIND OF 
MINERAL 
Sandstone ......... 
Quartz. 
·········· 
Chert .............. 
Gra.n1te ............ 
Feluepnr .......... 
U nal tcred shale .. 
B< g iron ore ..... 
Ochre ............. 
Undetermined ..... 
Total. ............. 
"IVO<>Ster 
:b:.Fann 
Percent 
9812 95.161 
1!17 4.29 
37 
2'l 
....... ........ 
········ 
.... ~ .... 
....... 
········ 
········ ········ 
....... 
········ 
99.99 100 09 
Woo~ter 
S.Farm 
Percent 
97.02 94.60 
2.49 160 
42 ........ 
3.37 
l4. ~ •••• 
········ 
....... 
········ 
········ ······· 
o'\o••••• 
········ 
········ ········ 
99.93 99 57 
SLron•>"Svi!le I Colum- Ger- Car-
man-
Po.ncry IIJ!ake ~~~ 
l'<.r cent Pr cent1Pr cent Pr ~..-ent Pr cent 
G2 G.J ()J 01 57.56 52 79 17 88 24.10 
1.~0 200 12.12 495 329 .35 
·····*· ''''•'l 19.81 4.U 
t.5l 3 57 l21l 1.32 3.55 
········ 
... .... . ....... 183 .91 
........... . ...... 20.()2 47.35 
3475 31.72 29 OS 6550 24.65 
......... ....... 1.10 
583 
99 98 100 ~0 100.05 100 00 93 94 100.CD 
. ... , 
.,Neapolis soil containS no paxtleles larjfer than 2 mtll •. 
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STRONGSVILLE TEST FARI\I:-This farm i3 h Strongsville town-
ship, Cuyahoga county, 0., and consists of a comparatively level area 
slightly broken by the erosion of streams. The ori.;inal growth con-
sisted largely of beech, sugar and oak, with an occasional tree like the 
chestnut marking a strong local contrast in C1e soil character. The 
soils in question are marl~ed in general bchavL.>r by their resist-
ance to culture save at just the ri.:;ht period. T 1cy are commonly 
known as hard, clay soils although the actual clay pe,-.;,;nta_:;-2 
scarcely warrants so inclusive a name. Four miles n::>rt.1 we have 
the extensive quarries of the Berea sandstone belon__;·ing to the 
Waverly group. In the vicinity of StrongsYille the soil is for the 
most part underlaid by one of the shales characteristic of th · s hor-
iZOn. In the earlier geological reports we have some irregularity in 
the designation of this shale series. It appears we have here to do 
with the Cuyahoga shale; this shale was earlier designated in the 
Geological Report as the 'Waverly shale. It a):war.:; th<J.t the so;:s 
under study have derived their character from the Cuyaho.,;a shale. 
CoLUMBus:-The Ohio State University Farm, Columbus, Ohio, 
is situated somewhat near the meeting of the Devonian li .. nestone 
and its overlying Devonian shales. For the plots in q uestio.1, which 
are situated well back from the stream and the erosions and gravel 
beds that may come somewhat nearer the meeting of the limestone 
horizon and that of the shale, the mechanical a!1al3rses indicate a soil 
of tbe character of a loam, and one of fairly tillaLle constitution; 
the chemical analyses indicate a limestone ori.rin of this soil, and 
aside from the small quantities of coarse grayel contributed by the 
drift it would appear that we must look here still to the unJerlying 
substratum as the chief contributor to the soil character. 
GERMANTOWN TEST FARM:-With the test farm in German 
township, Miami county, near the village of Germantovvn, we have 
an entirely different relation to the. drift. The hnd nuder di3cus-
sion is situated on a somewhat marked plateau and the soil appears 
to be made up largely from the disintegration or change of the 
boulder clay. The district has an apparently more or 1-:ss uni-
form and characteristic soil. Ditching operai.bns disclose the same 
character of substratum, with very frequent boulders of granite 
or other erratic character. While here, as at the other points re-
ferred to, the immediately underlying stratum gives the soil char-
acter, the substratum here differs from that of the other points in 
being of glacial origin and not the native rock material. Mechanical an-
alyses, however, show a clo::,e correspondence L~twec11 the silt con-
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stituents of the Germantown soil and those at Strongsville. This 
point has already been alluded to. The chemical analyses are set 
forth in Table III. 
CARPENTER TEST FARM:- In the case of the test farm in Colurnbia 
township, Meigs county, Ohio, near the railroad station of Carpen-
ter, we pass within the co:~.l measure area of Ohio. The alternating 
strata of coal, shale, sandstone, limestone and clay, so character-
istic of the coal measure area, are all more or less familar to everyone. 
Naturally it follows that since this district h1.s not been subjected to 
glacial action the underlying rock will be the sole factor in deter-
mining the mineral constitution of the soil. The land chosen for 
experimentation is of plateau character, one-half mile northeast 
from Carpenter, and is evidently derived from a local shale, since it 
is underlaid by the yellowish shale overlying the gray fossiliferous 
limestone knO\vn as the Ames limestone. Little need be added 
beyond pointing out this connection, since the elevated situation of 
the land insures that the soil will be wholly derived from the 
shale on which it rests. 
NEAPOLIS TEST FARM:-We have alreaC.y alluded to the situ-
ation of the soils at Neapolis. ln this district we are dealing with 
ancient shore sands of Lake Erie. In the geological past it has 
been shown that a large lake, a great western extension of the 
modern Lake Erie, occupied the district now included in parts of 
northwestern Ohio and northeastern Indiana, possibly including 
parts of southern Michigan. With the filling of thb lake by sandy 
aud other deposits there were formed the soils of the district under 
discussion. At Neapolis \YC have this soil character-the yellowish 
and friable sands described in earlier geological reports as the sands 
of the fourth beach. A few of these are so light and fine that they 
are blown freely by the wind. Here, decidedly, we have the soil 
character entirely determined by the geological stratum which con-
stitutes it. It would not be fair to state that the growth of plants 
upoq. these sands has wrought no change upon the sands, yet the 
major soil constituents are just those of the sandy lake beaches found 
in our day along the lake shore. 
DETAILED RESULTS OF ANALYSES, 
1ST, WooSTER:-By reference to Table II it will be observed 
that the average of 18 plots in the various sections at Wooster, ex-
clusive of the South Farm, gives in the mechanical analysis 25.23 per 
cent total sand for the soil and 24.10 per cent for the subsoil. The 
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total silt in the soil is 65.43 per cent, in the sub-soil 64.57 per cent. 
The clay in the soil is 4. 71 per cent, in the subsoil, 6.57 per cen~. 
The coarse gravel, which may in fact be added to the sand f9r a 
final sand-like total, amounted on the average in these plots to 5.84 
per cent for the soil and 4.62 pe1· cent for the subsoil. 
The South Farm shows in an average of four plots, 20.83 per 
cent total sand in the soil, and 21.94 per cent total sand in the 
subsoil; while the sa·ne shows in total silt, 69.55 per cent for the 
soil and 66.20 per cent for the subsoil. 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS. 
SAMPI I 'G AND PRRPARATION OF THE SAMPLE. 
To obtain an average sample, p0rtions of the so1l of uniform thickness from 
the surfdce to the req u11 ed dcp' '1 were removed from several places hi each plot. 
In th1s V\orl;:, that pZtrt of the sotl from the surface to a depth of 6 inches rep-
resents the soil sample, and the portion from 6 inches below tho. surface to a 
depth of 12 inches, the !Subsoil. 
E tch sample after being dried is spre<td out on a smooth surface, all lumps 
are broken up with a wooden pestle and the wh0le is thoroughly mixed. 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS. 
500 grams of th~ prepared sample are sifted through a sieve with open· 
intr" one half millime,er 111 d1d!neter~ the fine earth passing through is carefully 
preserv<:d ,md portions of this are weighed for analysis. 
WATER AND V~LATILFC MATTER. 
2 grams of fine earth are weighed in a platinum dish and heated in a 
water oven for five hours, or until a constant weight is obtained, covered with a 
watch glass, cooled in de<;sicator and weighed, keeping the dish covered. The 
loss in wei,;ht n'presents the moisture in the sample. 
The dish and dry soil are heated to a full red heat until all organic matter 
is burned off. Tbe loss in weight represents organic matter, combined water 
and volatile ,salts. 
INSOLUBLE MATTER AND ACID SOLUBLE COMPOUNDS. 
5 grams of fine earth are placed in a 200 cc. :flask fitted with a stopper and 
condensing tube; 25 cc. hydrochloric I!I>Cid, 1.115 sp. gr. are aJded, and dige,ted 
fur 10 hours in a water bctth, shaking the :flask frequently. The contents of the 
.ffa::;k are filtered, the residue washed twice with hot water containing a small 
quantity of hydrochloric acid and :finany with hot water until f1·ee from acid. A 
few drops of nitric acid are added to the :!Jiltrate, which is evaporated to dry-
ness and heated in air oven to 110° until all acid is driven off. The residue is 
taken up with a few drops of hydrochloric a-.:id and hot water, filtered and 
washed. The precipitate-saluble silica-is adtlcd to the residue from the first 
:filtration, i,;n ted and weighetl as insoluble m,1tter and soluble si 1 1ca. 
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Another portion of :fine earth, 15 grams, is digested with 100 cc. hytlro-
chlor ic acid, sp. gr. 1.115, in the same manner as the 5 gram samp1c; etHer 
hltermg and washing the residue is dJ:-cardcd. The filtratt> JS evaporated and 
tre.tted as before, combined with the filh·ate from the 5 gram sample and 
mo~de up to a volume of 500 cc. Portions of this soluhon ar·e taken for dder-
min:ttion of the acid soluble compounds. 
The methods followed are mainly those of the Association of Official Agri-
cultural Chemists. 
FERRIC OXID, ALUMINA AND PHOSPHORIC ACID." 
To 100 cc. of the acid solution, heated to boiling, ammonium hydroxid is 
added until slightly alkaline. It is allowed to stand for 15 minutes, filtered and 
washed by decantation; the precipitate is drssolved with a few drops of hydro-
chloric acid and reprecipitated with ammonium hydro:xid, a!> before. The pre-
cipitate is dried, ignited and weighed. The weight, les-; the weight of phos-
phoric acid found in a separate determindtiou, represents the weight of Al20 1 
and Fe,OJ. 
CALCIUM. 
The filtrate and washings from the iron and alumina determination are 
evaporated to about 50 cc.; ammoninm oxalate and ammonia are added, heating to 
boilm~?", and the precipitate is allowed to settk; the clear solution is dec<•nted on a 
filter, warm dilute hydrochloric acid is poured through the filter onto the 
precipitate in a beaker, and the filter paper is was.hed free from acid; it is re-
precipitated by adding a few drops ammonium oxalate and slight e::..cess of 
ammonia, allowed to stand until precipitate settles, filtered, washed tree 
from chlorids; dried, ignited and weighed as CaO. 
MAGNESIUM. 
The filtrate from the calcium determination with hydrochloric acid is 
acidifie<'. evaporated to about 50 cc., made slightly alkaline with ammonia, .tc!d 
sodium phosphate is added, then about 10 cc. ammonia and allowed to stand 
over night in a cold place; filtered, ignited and weighed as Mg2P,0 7• 
FERRIC OXID. 
100 cc. of the solution obtained from filtering the insoluble matter are evapo-
rated with 10 cc. sulfuric acid until free from chlorids; diluted will1· wa+t•r, 
reduced with zinc, and per cent of F 20 8 determined with st<tudar d 1 otal>::.ium 
permanganate solution. 
PHOSPHORIC ACID. 
200 cc. of the acid solution are evaporated to about 25 cc.; nearly neutr:.lized 
with ammonia; 10 grams ammonium nitrate and 25 cc. molybdic solution are 
added and kept at temperature of 40° for several hours. The yellow pre-
cipitate of ammonium phosphomolybdate is filtered, washed with cold 1 per 
cent solution of ammonium nitrate and dhsolved in ammonia; re-precipitated 
by adding nitric acid in slight excess and 5 cc. molybdic solution allowed to 
stand until the yello"· precipitate has cumpletely separated, filtered, washed 
and di~solved in am.noni.t as before. The excess of ammonia is neutro~lized ~rth 
hydrochloric acid; th.! phosphori<~ acid precipitated with magnesia mixture and 
i,uited and weighed as magnesium pyrophosphate. · 
SULFURIC ACID. 
200 cc. of tbe original solution are evaporated almost to dryness. The resi-
due is taken up with 50 cc. distilled water, heated to boiling, 5 cc. barium 
chlorid solution are added, allowed to stand in water bath until precipitate 
settles completch, filtered, wa:.hed free from chlorids, ignited and weighed as 
barium sulfate from which the per cent 808 is calculated. 
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POTASH AND SODA. 
The filtrate from the sulfuric ac1d determination is made alkaline with 
ammonia and filtered. The filtrate is evaporated to dr)ness, and heated at low 
temperature to expel the ammonium salts, then dissolved in water and heated to 
boiling-; 5 cc. of barium hydroxid sol uti on are added; the whole is filtered and 
washed with hot water, addl!1g ammonia and ammonium carbonate, filtering in-
to weighed platinum dish, evaporating to dryness and heating until all ammonium 
salts are driven off; it is then a!lo\l'ed to cool and weighed as NaCl and KC!. 
Potassium is determined as potassnun platinic chlorid. The weight of the com-
bined chlorids, less the weight of potassium chlorid equals the sodium chlorid. 
NITROGEN. 
Nitrogen is detenmned by the Kjeldahl method modified to include nitrates. 
METHODS OF MECHANICAL ANALYSIS. 
200 grams of the soil sample are sifted on a sieve with circular openings 2 
millimetres in diameter. The particles remaining on the sieve are wa~hed, dried 
and weighed as coarse gravel, greater th<~.n 2 mrn.; the portion which passes 
throug-h the sieve is called "fine earth"; this is used iu making the mechanical 
separations. 
MOISTURE AND ORGANIC MATTER. 
Five grams of the air dry fine earth are dried at 110° C. to nearly constant 
weight. After being dried the sample is ignited at low red heat until the or-
ganic matter is oxidized; it is allowed to cool and weighed. The loss in weight 
after ignition repre<sents the organic matter. 
MECHANICAL SEPARATION. 
The method used for these analyses is Osborne's beaker method. 
Twenty grams of the air dry fine earth are taken for the mechanical an-
alysis. Before making the mechanical ~epar.ations 1t is necel?sary that the par-
ticle& composing the mass of the soil be thoroughly separated from each other. 
Thi& is accomplished by placing 20 grams of soil in an 8 ounce sterilizer bottle, 
such as is used for sterilizmg milk; the bottle is half filled witll distilled 
water, closed with a rubber cork and placed in a shaking machine. 
The machine used in this laboratory consists of a box fitted with compart-
ments for holding the bottles lying on their sides. The box is suspended from 
a frame work overhead by means of rods attached to the corners; it is moved 
back and forth at the rate of about 100 revolutions of shaft a minute. The shak-
in~ is continued for two days. The disintegrated soil is then washed into a 3 inch 
beaker, water added and thoroughly stirred. It is allowed to settle until all 
particles greater than .OS m. have subsided. This is determined by withdrawing 
a portion of the turbid liquid from noo.r the bottom of the beaker: a drop is placed 
on a microscope slide and e:xamh1ed under a micro;,cope fitted wtth ;tn eye piece 
micrometer. When all pdrticles larger than .05 mm. have subsided the turbid 
liquid containing silt, fine silt and clay is poured into a h1.rger beaker. This 
operation is repeated until all particles less than .OS mm. h;;tve been removed. 
The sediment in the beaker 1s transferred to a platinum or porcelain di;,h, 
il.:'nited and weighed as total sand. The total sand is further separated by being 
passed through a series of brass sieves 4 in. in diameter, which fit into each other. 
The first sieve h.ts circular openings 2 mm. in diameter, the second 1 mm. and 
the third .5 mm. The particles passing through the lo\\·er sieve a1·e sifted 
through screens of No. 5 and No. 13 bolting cloth, through which particles of .25 
and .1 mm. diameter will p·}sS. The bolting cloth is stretched o·1 circular wood-
en frames which are cl..unped to a pan and fastened upuu 1.he shaking- machine. 
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The turbid liquid in the second be<l.'·er is allowed to l'ettle until a drop tak· 
en ftom ne..tr the IJJtLlm of the I.Jed.J{er shows th.tt all p.Lrticles greater than .01 
mm., silt, have settled. The liquid containing fine silt and clay isthendecanted 
to ,L third beaker, which should be of 2 ltters or more capacity. The sediment 
in the bottom of the beaker is stirred up with more water, allowed to settle and 
decanted_. This is continued until the sediment has been washed free from all 
particles less than .01 mm. When this is accomplished the silt is washed into a 
small porcelain dish, evaporated, ignited and wetghed. The result will be the 
p r cent of silt particles larger than 05 mm. and less than .01 mm. The liquid 
in the third b~al<er contains the fine silt and clay; it is allowed to settle until 
everyth111g larger than .005 rnm.-fine silt-has subsided. The time required 
f,Jr the sepa,ration for the fine silt and clay, varies from 12 to 24 hours, depend-
ing o 1 the character of tne soil. 
The sediment in the third beaker should coutain no particles less than .005. 
mm. It is transferred to ,L small disll, evaporated, ignited and weighed as fine 
silt. The clay water containing everything less than .005 mm. is measured and 
au a:iquot portion evaporated, ignited and weighed. 
The per cent of clay in these is 4.26 for the soil, and 7.38 for 
the subsoil, while the coarse gravel is only 1. 94 percent on the 
average for the soil and .66 per cent for the subsoil. It will be 
noted that -the loss on ig-nition is relatively higher for the South 
Farm when the soil is considered and less in the subsoil than of 
the other Wooster soils examined. The average results are graph-
icaUy shown in the diagrams which appear upon subsequent pages. 
By reference to the diagrams and Table III the average chemical 
composition of Hi plots of soil from the East Farm and 5 plots from 
the South Farm and the average chemical composition of 21 plots of 
soil at Wooster inclusive of ~he South Farm are also exhibited, and 
in the tables o£ details the plot results and averages of the chemical 
analyses made are also shown. It will be noted that the insoluble 
matter and soluble silica in the Wooster soils is quite high, and that 
the actual soluble plant food is contained in a very small percentage 
of the total soil weight. The percentage of potash in the soil is about 
0.25 per cent, being almost the same in soil and subsoil. It will be 
noted however, that on the average the South :Q'arm plots give .10 per 
cent higher content of potash in the soil than does tbe remainder 
of the Station Farm. 'The percentage of lime in the Wooster soils 
is quite low, amounting to less than 3-10 of 1 per cent. 'The per 
centage of magnesia is somewhat higher than that of lime, amount-
ing to about 4-10 of 1 per cent. The percentage of phosphoric acid, 
or phosphorus pentoxid, is a little more than 12-100 of 1 per cent, 
being higher in the South Farm than in the remainder. 'The ratio 
of lime to magnesia in average of all is about 1:1.5. 
It is propo"ed to call this soil type of the Station Farm the 
Waynl.! silt loam. 
TABLE H.-Summary of results of MECHANICAL ANALYSES of Soil and Subsoil on the Ohio Experiment Station Farm, Wooster. 
The Ohio State University Farm, Columbus, and the Station Test Farms at Strongsville, Neapolis, Germantown and Carpenter. 
I 
No. 1 Very I Coar'e I Medium I Fine IVery fine'Totalll Silt I F!ne ITotall Clav II Total I!Loss onl analy- coar~e ~and sand sand sa!'d (.05-.01 silt (<.005 mineral Total 
ses •and !1 .5 (.5-.25 • (.25-.1 (.1-.0o -;and mm) (.01.-005 silt mm) matter iunition 
J(2-1mml mm) mm) mm) mm) mm) ~ 
SOIL--First six inches. Perct Per ct Perct Per ct Perct Pr ct Per ct j Per ct Pr ct Per ct Per ct Per ct Per ct 
Wooster, East Farm ................................. 18 72 101 .83 1.93 20 81 25.23 z:u5 40.28 65.43 460 95.32 3 57 99 95 
Wooster, South Farm ................................. 4 .52 1.()2 .74 1.42 17.07 20.83 27 81 41.74 69.55 4 26 94.65 4 21 100 05 
Wooster, average ...................................... 22 .69 1.01 .82 1 75 20 13 23.581 25 64 40-57 66.21 454 95.30 3 64 09 89 
Strongsville .............................. 
············ 
18 I 74 2.39 2 32 514 10.63 22.23 27 03 35.21 62.24 7,18 91.64 6 51 99 99 
Columbus ...................................... .... 2 83 2.10 271 7 78 17 77 31.20 2829 28 22" 56.51 612 93.83 469 99 6S 
Neapolis, (yellow sand), ............................. 3 .13 1.03 3 37 3754 46 29 88.36 2 57 3 40 "5.97 2 46 96.80 2 43 100 20 
Neapolis, (black sand) ................. .............. 2 .02 81 2 81 31 52 51.59 8(i.76 2 20 280 5.00 ·1.22 92.99 5 51 99 72 
(}.ermantow11 ............................ , ............ , 1 1 04 
t 
1 93 1."00 434 9 09 18.36 50.21 17 72 67.93 8 89 95.18 3 46 men 
I 
Carpenter .............. , .... ................ t • •••••••• 2 52 1 80 1 55 2.33 4 75 l0.94 i 47.43 26 01 12.44 971 94.08 4 89 100 08 
SUBSOIL--Second six inches. I 
''r ~ster, East Farm ........................ -. ......... 18 I 04 113 I 1.02 1-99 18.89 24.10 26.31 28.26 64.57 6 57 95.80 311 100 01 
W<>Obh:r, &•uth Farm ........................ ........ 4 .40 69 .70 134 18.79 21 94 .29.68 36.53 66.21 738 95.64 2SS 99 76 
Wooster, average ... 
·································· 
22 .93 1 06 .95 1.86 18 82 23.71 26 92 37 94 64.86 671 95.77 3 07 99 r7 
Strongsville ............................................ 18 .99 147 183 4.42 804 17.25 2S 42 33 45 61.87 15 61 94.61 3 91 100 ~8 
Columl.Ju• .................................... ........ 2 .65 1.99 2.59 8.08 17 66 30.98 27 29 28 57 55.86 7 42 94.27 4 36 99 ,'4 
Neapolis, (yellow sand) ............................... 3 .31 133 I 
3.00 32.78 52 11 89.54 . 2 40 2 76 5.16. 2 39 97.U 118 99 32 
Neapolis, (black sand) .......................... ..... ~ 2 OJ .76 251 32.20 51 59 87.14 3 45 2.75 6.20 2JJ7 95.42 3 16 J9 H3 
German to~" n .............. ,. ................... ... 1 119 1 79 
I 
186 4 33 12 9J 22.111 40.96 18 43 59.39 14.53 96.08 ! 3 13 1CO 3"> 
Car1Jenter . ........................................... 2 35 127 1 21 1 48 3 J2 46 50 2f 62 72.121 16 01 tU:i I " ~, P3l9 7.931 " t~ 
.... 
(J, 
-~ 
TABLE III*-Summary of results of CHEMICAL ANALYSES of Roil m1d Subsoil on the Ohio Experiment Station Farm, "\'iTooster, the 
Ohio ::>tate 1 :niversity l•'arm, Columbus, and the Station Te,t Farms at Strongsville, Neapolis, Germantown and Carpenter. 
Insoluble Ferric Pho,phoru~ Sulfur Water 
1\o, ntattt~r Potash Soda Lime Magr..esia Alumina and Total 
and oxid pentoxid trjoxid or!!~lnic Total Analyses soluble K20 Na20 CaO Mg-0 Al203 nitr< gen 
silica Fe2 Oa P20.J SOa tnatter 
SO~L-First six inche"- Percrnt Pet ct. P.er ct Per ct Perct P,•r ct l'cr ct Per ct Per ct Per ct Per ct Per ct 
w, o•ter (East Farm) ...... 16 8873 .216 .39 25 .39 26i 2 79 089 .0! 4 41 toa oo .096 
v.~oo.;;ter (South Farm~ .... 5 87.53 .3U .24 .21 .39 2-70 3.21 .157 .03 4 93 99.71 .091 
v.-ooster, average ......... 21 88.4! .239 .26 .26 .39 2.68 2M .105 .03 4 52 99.81 .G93 
Stn nr;sville •. ·' .....• .... 13 83.58 .za5 23 22 .46 3.24 3 ~7 .127 .oj 8 31 99 73 .187 
Columbus ................. 
"' 
83.44 50! .74 .53 .C.! 3 41 4-f\j .142 .09 586 100.:?8 249 
Ke •polis I yellow gand} .... 2 9J 21 053 03 111 .12 99 .9J .125 .03 395 99.73 .091 
N, a polis (Jlack sand) ..... 2 90 ::7 C5~ .09 .20 .13 .m . 0 .135 .03 7.17 99.;;; .120 
Ccnnanto'\\n .... ......... 1 9);;;; Wl .21 .11 .31 1 6~ 3 ~7 .102 .03 3 70 100 00 .ouo 
C .. tr~nter . ................ 2 &;; 7J 137 .11 18 .30 2.73 3 09 .112 03 6 89 100.26 .138 
I I 
---
SUB~OIL-:'ccmd ~x ir..c!:oe~. I 
Wuosts (Ea~t Farm) .... 1~ 87 ~7 .2{.j .33 .?:/ .37 3 32 341 0~8 .01 4.11 100 11 .061 
W··ostcr (South Farm) ..... 5 E7 67 .£:s 2S .20 .4.) 3 26 356 14.4 .03 4.02 99 88 .060 
'\\t o--: ter, a l""eragc ......... 21 1'71'5 -=r:J .34 .25 .39 3 ~0 346 .109 .04 4.09 100.08 .061 
Strongsl"ille ............... 13 8380 .215 .29 .18 -45 472 411 .091 .03 5 92 I 99 81 .074 
Colc.mbus 
················ 
8 83 87 .559 .73 6~ .62 363 4.26 150 .10 564 100 30 .136 
Neapo:is {yellow o;an 1) .... 2 94 31 .065 07 .14 .13 .82 1 97 .115 02 229 99 93 .037 
N ~a polis I black sand) .•... 2 93.18 .050 .09 .24 I .14 112 1-34 .uo .01 3.78 100.07 -113 
Germantown .............. 1 8920 .Z10 .23 13 -37 2 ~6 3 69 .115 03 386 100 10 090 
Carpenter ................. 2 I 84.75 .255 .12 .15 -37 3 47 4 87 .084 03 558 99 68 070 
~F Jr a statement of the rec:ults of these chemical analyses in terms of the chemical elements involved see a subsequent table. 
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2ND, Coummus:-Thc number of mechanical analyses from 
Columbus soil is relatively small as compared with those made for 
Wooster, Strong·s•.·ille and Neapolis. For this reason it is suf-
ficient to cite the total sand as amounting to 31.2 per cent in 
the soil and 30.98 in the subsoil; and the total silt 56:51 in thf' 
soil to 55.86 in the subsoil; while the percentages of clay are 6.12 
per cent in the soil and 7.42 per cent in the subsoil. 
From the standpoint of chemical composition it is to be ob--
served that there is almost double the soluble soil constituents in 
the Columbus soil as compared with that found at Wooster. In 
this connection it will be seen also that the percentage of potash 
is more than double, vvhile the other constituents, such as lime and 
magnesia, are increased in a slighil v smaller proportion. The 
ratio of lime to magne-,ia is 1:1.007 showing the close relation of 
the soil to the limestone in this respect. The diagrams will bring 
this out even more cotB?icuously. While this is true of the con-
stituents just mentioned, the phosphoric acid found in the Colum-
bus soils in this series of plots is but little if any g1·eater in quan-
tity than that found at Wooster. 
Taking the percentages of total sand and coarse gravel in the 
Columbus soils into consideration, it will be seen how much these 
must influence the mechanical or general working condition of this 
soil. 
The extent of this soil type is not known to the authors. The 
chemical composition as well as the cultural behavior seems to 
mark it as distinct from that of Germantown and the Miami Val-
ley; similar soils, though exhibiting locally less of the loamy charac-
ter, are known to have considerable extent. The Olentangy silt 
loam is suggested as a name for the soil type. 
3J.m, STRONGSVILLE:-By referring to Table II one will find the 
average of the mechanical analyses of samples from 18 plots at the 
Strongsville test farm; also in the other tables the average an-
alyses of 12 plots in the Pomeroy tract and 6 plots in the Blake 
portion of the same lands. Table III also gives average results of 
13 chemical analyses in the two portions of the Strongsville lands. 
These disclose that, as to mechanical components, the Strongsville 
soil contains 22.23 per cent total sand, while the subsoil contains only 
17.25 per cent. These selfsame soils give 62.24 per cent silt, while 
the subsoil contains practically the same amount., 61.87 per cent. 
In clay the soil yields 7.2 per cent clay against 15.6 per cent in the 
subsoil. The coarse gravel amounts to 3.66 per cent in the soil and 
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less, or 2.98 per cent, in the subsoil. The loss on ig-nition i" very 
high in these soils, amounting to 6.51 per cent, as a result, perhaps, 
of their having been some years in sod. 
The chemical analyses give 83.58 per cent insoluble matter and 
soluble silica in the soil and the same amount, approximately, in the 
subsoil. Here the insoluble matter and soluble silica is quite a little 
less than at Wooster, while practically the same in amount as that 
found at Columbus. The potash found is less than at vVcoster, 
0.205 per cent, and less than half that at Columbu::;. The lime con-
tent is even less than at Wooster, only 0.22 per cent, while that of 
magnesia amounts to 0.46 per cent, and the ratio of lime to mag-
nesia becomes 1:2.09. This is certainly a most anomalous fact! 
Notable percentages of iron oxide and alumma are also found, ap-
proximating quite closely to the corresponding percentages at 
Wooster, while falling below those at Columbus. The phosphorus 
pentoxide, (phosphoric acid), amounts to a little more than at 
Wooster, 0.13 per cent, almost the same as found at Columbus. 
The water and organic matter give high percentages as already in-
dicated, probably due to the prolonged sod condition of the soil pre-
vious to the beginning of experiments. The total nitrogen in this case 
amounts to 0.19 per cent and is quite high forthe same apparent 
reason. If we look to the subsoil as compared with the soil, no con-
spicuous differences in chemical composition are especially noticeable. 
It may be remarked that despite t!Je unsatisfactory behavior and un-
productive original character of the Strongsville soils, the soluble 
portion of the soil, leaving out the volatile matter, is almost double 
that of Wooster and approximately the same as that of Columbus. 
There certainly appears to be a fine field for soil investigations in 
Ohio to discover the actual reasons back of the unsatisfactory be-
havior of the soils of Strongsville and ascertain and apply the correc-
tive. When this is found it must further have a wide application in 
northeastern Ohio. 
We propose the r.ame of Cuyahoga silt for this soil type, 
which is characterized by a certain plastic character and may 
have a rather wide extent, even though not strictly co-extensive 
with the widespread Cuyahoga shale from which it takes origin 
and from which the name is likewise taken. 
4TH, NEAPOLIS:--As might be expected in the drift sands of the 
lake shore, these soils contain of mechanical elements about 88 per 
cent sand; strictly 87.72 per cent for the soil and 88.78 per cent for 
the subsoil. In this respect it will be noted that the yellow sand 
is somewhat h1gher in the t.otal sand 1 ercentages than the black 
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sand, while a -,ample of yellow dnft sand, I~o. 18US, gave 93.3( total 
sand, with prachca1ly the same composition ot the sub::,o1l. The 
othe1· mechanical elements are not con::,picuou ,, amounting to but 
5.17 per cent total silt, althoug-h the clay percentage, 1. 92, is rather 
unexpected. The coarse gravel i., nothing. The average loss on 
ignition is not large, amounting to 3.21 per cent in "'oil against 1.70 
per cent in the subsoil, while this ignition loss is but 0.95 per cent in 
the soil of the drift sand and 0.36 per cent in the subsoil of the 
same. 
The chemical analyses show even higher percentages of insol-
uble matter and soluble silica than found at Vvooster, amounting 
to 91.17 per cent in the soil and 93.75 per cent in the s1.:ne num-
ber of sub'3oil. The lime is on the average 0.24 per cent anl the 
magnesia 0.13 per cent in the soil, giving ihe ratio of llme to mag-
nesia, approximately, 2:1. The amount of phosphorus pentoxid, 
(phosphoric acid) is unexpectedly high, being 0.13 per cent in the 
soil. In respect to phosphoric acid content the soils at N eapo1is show 
as high percentage as any of those of which chemical examina-
tions have been made, and higher than at "\Vooster. Potash ic, bw, 
only 5; 100 of 1 per cent. Here it is the phosphene acid containcJ i 1 
the Roil which stanch out conspicuously in a secondary sense; C1~ 
same may be stated of the lime; it is approximately equal to thdt 
found at Y\'ooster and Strongsville. 
5TH, GERMANTOWN:-Wc have already alluded to the silt char-
acter of the Germantown soil. This is shown in the mechanical an-
alyses of the soil and sub..,uil in question, which has been included 
by Dorsey and Coffey 1 in the "Miami clay loam," yet which seems 
to be even more properly called here the Germantown silt, yield-
ing as it does in the soil, 18.36 per cent of total sand, 67.93 per cent 
of total silt and, in our sample, about 9 per cent of clay. 
The chemical analyses bring out the differences between this 
soil and that of Strongsville, which in our test farm work may be 
regarded as somewhat allied in ph) sical behavior. Potash, lime, 
magnesia and phosphoric acid are all very low, while the insoluble 
matter and soluble silica is quite high, 90.5 per cent. Possibly the 
least expected is the very low lime content, only 0.11 per cent in 
the soil and .13 per cent in the subsoil, with a lime-magnesia ratio 
of 1:2.8 and of 1:2.q in soil a11cl subsoil respectively. The deep-ly~ 
ing limestone strata of thi.-, area have apparently given little chem-
ical character to tbi"l tec.,t fu.rt:l <-oil. 
*Report Fteld Operabom,, Dn!»JOU d Sutls, U. b. D. A., 1900 97-100-Map 2. 
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6TH, C.\.RPgNTER:-The soils at Carpenter are upland in charac-
ter, being derived fro:11 C;!rt:J.in coal measure shales as before ex-
plained. The mechanical analy:->e'> show a pronounced "silt clay" 
with 10.94 per cent total sand, 73.44 per cent total silt and 9.71 per 
cent clay in the soil; the bUbsoil gives much leRs sand, shghtly les~ 
silt and a high per centage of clay, 16.01 per cent. 
In chemical composition the Carpenter soil is low in potash, 
0 19 per cent, and especially bw in hme, 0.18 per cent, with a lime-
magnesia ratio of 1:1.75; in the subsoil this ratio become::> 1:2.6, 
having there ~~~"' ,1me and more magnesia. 
It is proposed to c~ll this ~oil type the Meigs silt clay, since it 
will include quite a range of soils derived li:;:e this from the yellow 
shale immediately overlying the Ames limestone. 
DETAILED l!I;:SULTS OF ANALYSES. 
In the following tables \Vill be found the results of the me-
chanical and chemical analyses of samples from the several spe-
cified unfertilized plots, situated on the respective lots of land un-
der examination. Tl:e mechanical and chemical reRults for par-
ticular areas are set upon pages facing each other to facilitate in-
in" pcction. 
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TABLE IV -Results of MECHANICAL ANALYSES of soil and subsoil of 6 
unfertilized plots of the Station, East Farm, Wooster: 
Wes.t Tier, Rotation, Sections A and 13. 
SECTION AND PLOT 
\ 
SECTION A \ SECTION B I 
PLOT 1 I PLOT 16 I PLOT 28 PLOT 1 I PLOT 161 PLOT 28 
SOIL 
Sample No ..................... 840 844 84:8 830 834 838 Avc1agc 
---------------------
Very coarse sand (2-1 mm) .... .45 .56 .53 .38 .51 1.27 .62 
Coarse sand (1- 5 mm) ........ .49 .97 .86 .91 1.10 1.50 .~7 
Medium sand ( 5- 25 mm) ..•. .81 .71 .SI, .69 .93 1.38 89 
Fine sand (.25-.1 mm) ........ 1.47 1.51 1.54 1 20 1.53 2 50 162 
Very fine sand ( 1-.05 mm) ... 215.06 20.05 21.54 16.65 22 73 24.93 21 83 
Total sand ....•............... 28.28 23.80 25.31 19.83 26.80 31 58 25 £3 
Silt ( 05- 01 mm) .............. 21.92 22.87 23 17 27 45 22.91 22.38 23 45 
Fine silt (.01-. 005 mm) ........ 41 01 44 73 41 83 42.37 40 36 37.48 41 29 
Total silt ..................... 62 93 67.60 65.00 69 82 63.27 59.86 M ':"4 
Clay (.005- 0001 n1m) .......... 4.77 4.20 4 03 5.91 4.62 3 40 4 50 
Total mineral matter ........ 95.98 95.60 94.34 95.56 94.69 94.84 £5 17 
Moisture, loss at 100° C .....•. .95 .89 1-21 1 21 1.02 1.13 1 07 
Loss on ignition ............... 3.26 3 6'2 3.50 3.55 3.38 3.94 3.5! 
Total. ............ 
············ 
100.19 100 11 99.05 100.32 99.09 99 01 99 7S 
---------------------· 
Coarse •gravel > 2 mm ...•... 3-30 .20 1.08 9 32 3 47 
Fine earth .................... 96.70 99 80 98.92 90 68 !J(J 52 
SUBSOIL 
Sample No .................. 841 8~5 849 831 835 839 AYC'I'a;re 
---------------
------
Very coarse sand (2·1 mm) .... .55 .50 .47 .32 .65 1.94 74 
Coarse sand (1-.S mm) ......... .48 .41 .65 .57 .89 1-43 .7·1 
Medium sand ( 5-.25 mm) ...... 185 .81 .97 .7'3 .96 1.59 115 
-Fine sand ( ~-1 mm) .......•. 1.79 1.66 1 74 1 02 1 59 2.93 1-79 
Very fine sand (.1·05 mm) ..... 24.34 18.40 19.31 12 83 19.86 24 92 19 94 
Total sand .................... 29 01 21.78 I 23.14 15 49 23.C5 32.81 24 36 
Silt (.05-.0lmm) ............... 22.68 25.63 23 62 26 (J7 23 27 21 49 23 89 
Fine silt (.01-.005 mm) ......... 37.30 42.38 41.3'4 45.61 39 47 34.95 40 17 
Total silt ............ 
········· 
59 98 68.01 6U6 72.28 G2.74 56 44 6lCO 
Clay (.005-.0001 mm) ...••...... 7.18 6.06 668 7 53 o.oo G ~8 7.15 
Total m neral matter ......... 96.17 95.85 94.98 £5 ao C5 GO £5E3 95E9 
Moistur., loss at 100• c ....... 1.22 1.15 1.53 1.31 1 02 .97 1 20 
Loss un ignition ............... 2.45 3.07 2.86 380 3.53 2.SI, 3.C!l 
Total. ......................... 99.8~ 100.07 00 37 100.41 100 ~4 99 3·1 99.88 
---------------------
Coaroe gravel > 2 mm ........ ...... . ..... 1 OS 1 0.3 3 ;;o 17 7H 5.LO 
Finee:J.rth ..................... ..... . ..... 98.92 08.03 96.7 H2.22 94.20 
___.. 
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TABLE V-Resu't<s of CHEMICAL ANALYSFS of soil and subsoil of 4 
unfertilized plots of the Station East Farm, Woo;,ter: 
West Tier, Rotation, Sections A and B. 
SECTION A 
SECTION AND PLOT 
PLOT 1 I PLOT 16 
Sample No .............................. .. 840 
Insoluble matter . . . . . . . . . . ............. ~ 
89.60 
Soluble silica ........................... . 
Potash (K20).............. . . . . . . .. . . • . .. .. .25 
Soda (Na20)................. • • . ... . . . . . . . . .20 
Lime (Ca 0). .... ............ ...... .... .... .35 
Magnesia (Mg 0).. .. .. .. . .• ... .. .. .. • ..... .30 
Ferric oxid (Fe2 03)...... . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. ~ 
5.56 
Alumina (AI2 Oa) ....................... . 
Phosphorus 11entoxid (P2 Os).. .• . .. . . . . . . . . .07 
Sulfur trioxid (S Oa). .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 04 
Water and organic matter.... . . . .. . . . . . . . 4 13 
Total. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 100. 60 
Carbon.................................... .938 
SOIL 
844 
89.05 
.24 
.52 
.30 
.43 
5 32 
.081 
.03 
4.33 
100 30 
SUBSOIL 
Sample No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 841 
Insoluble matter ...........•............ ~ 
87.30 
Soluble silica ........................... . 
Potash (K2 0) .. . . . . • • .. . . • . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .28 
Soda (Na2 0) •... ...... •... .... .... ........ .20 
Lime (Ca 0) . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • . . . .. . . . . . . .. .~5 
Magnesia (Mg 0) . . . . . • .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .29 
Ferric oxid (Fe2 03) ...................... } 
8-10 
Alumina (A.l2 08) ...................... . 
Phosphorus pentoxid P2 Oli). . . . . .. . . . . . . 072 
Stll.fur trioxid (S 08) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 06 
Water and organic matter................ 3 92 
Total.... . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . .• . . . . . . • .. . . . . 100 57 
Carbon.................................. .349 
845 
87.50 
.31 
.50 
.33 
.3-1 
7.30 
.09 
.02 
3 96 
100 35 
SECTION B 
PLOT 1 I PLOT 16 
830 Average 
87.65 87.98 88.57 
.20 .28 .24 
.29 .4i .36 
.27 .29 .so 
.48 28 .37 
6-50 6.65 6-01 
.08 .08 .078 
.03 .06 .M 
4.85 455 446 
100.35 100.61 100.46 
.834. .886 
831 835 Average 
86.70 87.41 87.23 
.29 .50 .345 
.30 .39 .347 
.26 .27 .302 
.37 .38 .34 
808 7 47 7.73 
.07 .oa1 .078 
.01 .0:3 .M 
4.58 4 or; 4.13 
100 L'9 !UO IJl 100.55 
3'" 
"" 
-3421 
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T .'>D:::JE VI-Results of MECHANICAL ANALYSES of ~oil and subsoil of 9 
unf,rtilized plots of thE' Station East Farm, \YoJ~ter; East 
Tier, Rotation, Section:; C, lJ and .!:D. 
SECTION AND PLOT 
1 sEcTION c I sEcTION v 1 "Ec·rwN J;: ·1 
I PLOT I PLOT I Pr~oT ~-;~;,:-~ Pr..o~ I PLo r 1:-r .. oT-~ ;r.o1.~~ PLoT 1 16 28 1 Hi ~s 1 16 ~s 
SOIL 
Sample No ....................•..... ·lsoo 1804 laos 1810 1814 I 818 1820 1824 I B£n 11;~· 
v.,ry coarse sand (2-1 mm) .......... UG .37 1.01 .22 .388 l.OG .37 .4.31 ~ 07 .so 
Coarse sand (1· .5 mm) .............. 1 30 .61 1.29 .69 819 11S Gl .9211 H8 1 03 
Medium sand (.5-.25 mm) ............ .78 .1)6 1.12 .75 .(i4:3 93 .51 .69!1 ;;s 84 
Fine sand (.25-.1 mm) ................ 1 26 2.06 2 51 2.24 1.37 1.67 HU 1.001 2.84 J .91 
Very fine sand (.l-.05mm) ... ...... 19.74 20 21 17.94 20 H9 21 03 20 ~9 17 53 17 00•26 05 20.~4 
Total Rand .......................... 24.34 23.91 23 87 24.79 2445 25 75 20 51 21 sala4 22. 24 s2 
Silt (.05-.01 mm) ..................... 31 81 31.68 23 20 30 90 8G 4R 22 us 2G 79 25 9±121.36 27 03 
Fine silt (.01-.005 mm) ............... 34 71 34 37 41.29 :l5 02 40 17 41 77 43 73 42 691:l3 A5 3S.U2 
Total silt ........................... 66 52 66 05 64.49 55 92 66 65 63£5 70 54168 63158.21 65.65 
C lay ( 005-.0001 mm) ..... ............ 4.81 511 6 21 4.47 3.(i9 J.m·~ 4 97 5 fiK 3.27 4 76 
Total m:nt"ral matter ............... 95.67 C5.07 94 57 95.18 94 79 9428 S6 02 95 87 95 70 [5 24 
Moi..;ture, loss at 100° C. . . . . . . . . . . . l 15 .73 1 14 .til .65 1 00 1 ~0 1.15 .85 97 
Loss on i{:rnition ..................... 3 46 3.90 3 92 3.47 4 08 4.(13 2 86 3 31 3 21 3 70 
Total ................................ 100 28 99.70 99.63 99 53 99 52 100.21 100 OH 100.53 99.7U $)9.92 
--
-;-;13.70 
------ ------ --
Coarse gravel > 2 mm .. ............ 2.14 4 ~1 1 81 8.43 
····· ······ 
23 97 7.2-1 
Fineearth ........................... 97 86 94.45 196 30 95.19 98.lfl 91 55 ...... ...... 7G.o:J 92 79 
>-.UBSOIL 
sample No .......................... ,801 1805 /sog 1811 1815 1819 I 821 /825 /829 I :J~ 
Very coarse so nd (2·1 mm) .......... .886 1.92 (i91 1 ~" .56 .!JG 1 00 1.15 2.HU 1 27 .. .., 
Coarse sand (1-.5 mm) ............... 1.185 1.77 87 I Hfi 1.14 1 02 1.21 1.30 l.7!i 1.35 
Medium sand (.5-.25 mm) ............ .79 1.13 .sr; 1 15 .63 99 .73 .so 1.42 .95 
Fine sand (.25-.1 mm) ................ 1.82 2.74 l.GS 3.0ti 1.80 J. 7ioi 1.78 1.70 2.8'3 2.13 
Very finesimd (.1-.05 mm) ........... 15 35 17.28 14.17 1~ 85 15 75 15 57 16.92 17.22 23 92 17.22 
Total sand .......................... 20.03 24 84 18.27 26 65 19.90 20.02 21.65 22 17 32.79 22 91 
Silt (.05-01 mm) ...................... 34 08 29 69 27.(;9 3UO 3486 25 31 23.57 26 OS 22.-JO 28 G4 
Fine silt (.01-.005 mm) ............... 35.05 83.G7 43.11! 32.56 35 44 4:3 37 39 96 37 fl7 33.K ;)7 ~'2 
Total silt ........... ................ 69.13 63.36 70.87 63 75 70.30 68 63 65.53 6~ 05 50 2:i 65 7G 
Clay (.005-.0001 mm) ................ 5.97 7.43 6.48 5.97 4 94 7.04 9.02 10 00 7 44 714 
Total mineral matter ............... 95.13 95.63 95.62 96 38 95.14 95.74 96.21 95.22 96.46 S5.81 
MoiRture, los;; at 100° C ............. 1.14 1.22 1.31 .9~ 1 04 1.21 .9() 1 01 1.00 1.09 
Los,; on ig"nit.on ..................... 2.98 3.52 2.76 3.41 3.70 3.15 3 16 2.87 2 GO 3.1{ 
Total ................................ 99.25 100.37 99.69 100.71 99.&l 100.10100.33 100.10 100.06 100.0{ 
--------
------ ---- --
Coarse grav. 1 > 2 mm .............. 4.54 4.65 3.02 4 60 .49 2.33 ..... ...... 40.33 8.57 
Fine earth ........................... 95.47 95.35 96.9~ 95.40 99.51 D7.G7 ...... ..... (i9,fi7 91.43 
-
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TABLE VII-Re..,ults of CHEMICAL ANALVSF'S of soil and subsoil of . 6 
unfertilized plots of the Station EaHt Farm, Wooster: 
East Tier, Rotation, Sections C, D and E. 
SECTION AND PLOT I SECTION c I SECTION J> 
PLO'r 1 I PLOT 16 PLOT 1 I PLOT 16 
ROlL 
Sample No ................... · ·I 800 804 810 814 
Insoluble matter ............. } 
Soluble silica ................ 89.67 88.70 f57. 78 88.45 
Potash (K20l .................. .15 .15 .16 .14, 
Soda (Na20) ................... .50 .51 .41 .45 
Llme (Ca 0) ................... .21 .25 .37 .23 
Magnesia (1\Ig 0) ............. .43 .43 .42 .42 
Ferric oxid 1F•·2 03) ............ 235 2 92 2 6'6 288 
Alumina (AI2 03) .............. 1.94 2.37 3 29 2.77 
Phosphorus pentoxid (P2 Oil) .. .064 .091 .101 .089 
Sulfur tri.:xid (S 03) ............ .04 .07 -04 .032 
Water aud organic matter •... 4.40 454 442 469 
--
--- --- --
Total. ..................... 99 75 100 oa gv o5 100.152 
Carbon ........................ 11G7 1.188 
SUDSOIL 
Sampl.,N<> ..................... f 8J1 tJ:> s:1 815 
Insoluble matter ............ I 
Soluble siiic:t .............. \· ~9.L7 87 73 i':i.76 88.72 
Potash (K2 0) ................. .14 .20 .20 .n 
Soda (Na2 0) .................. .42 .I:J 51 -32 
L:me(CaO) ................... .24 .~5 .:!1 .22 
1\Iagnesiol. (MI! 0) ............. .42 ..10 .4'l -4~ 
Ferric oxid (F<'2 03) .......... 3.07 3.~3 3 59 20'6 
Alumina (Al2 03) ............. 3-21 3.84 3.43 2 87 
Phosphorus pentoxid (P2 0,;) .. .os .191 .0:33 .131 
Sulfur triuxid (SOn) .......... .05 .G6 .05 .037 
Water and organic m:ttter .... 3.52 3 45 3 97 4 19 
Total ..................... 100.2'2 99 tl:l gJ 33 99.00 
Carb.n ........................ .75 .779 
... -- -
SECTION E I 
PLOT 1 I PLOT 16 
820 824 j Average 
88 49 88.26 88.56 
.16 .19 .16 
.35 .14 
-39 
.25 .33 .27 
.40 .40 .42 
2 50 288 2.70 
2 97 2.59 2.65 
.11 
-129 .098 
.037 .032 .042 
4 7~ 4 61 4.57 
-- -- --100 047 99.56 99.86 
1-173 
821 825 j Averag~ 
87 63 88.06 88.00 
.13 .17 .158 
.36 .28 .405 
.26 .30 .265 
.39 .43 .41 
2.92 3.17 3.11 
356 3.()4 3.33 
.a .107 .107 
.03~ .042 .046 
3 98' 4.41 3.92 
--99 42 100.01 99.74 
.7& 
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T,ABLE VIII-Results of MECHANIC:AL ANALYSES of soil and S\lbsoil of 3 unfer-
tilized plots of the Statirm, Ea,;t Farm, \Vooster: \\'e,t Tier, Sections of 
continuou,; \Vheat, Oats and Corn. 
Sectwn 
of contin-
SECTION AND PLOT uuus \\"heat 
PLOT 1 
SOIL 
Sample No ............................................ I SSO 
Verycoar'e sand (2-1 mm).. .... .... .... ...... .... .... .65 
Coarse sand (1· 3 mm) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 27 
Medium sand ( 5- 25 mm)......... .... .... .... .... .... .82 
Fine sand (. 25- 1 mm) . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. • • .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 1 93 
Very fine sand (.1-.05 mm).. .... .. .... ...... .... .. . . .. 21 07 
Total sand .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25 74 
Silt [.05-.01 mm)...... .... .... . ..... .. .. ... . ...... .. .. 23.18 
Fine silt [ 01-.005 mm) .. ... ... . .. .................... 42.44 
Total silt............................................. 65.62 
Clay (.005-.0001 mm)............ ..... ......... .... .... 5.01 
Total mineral matter .... ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .... 96.37 
Moisture, loss at 100° C............................... 1.02 
Loss on ignition . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3.58 
Total.... .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 100.97 
SUBSOIL 
Sample No ................ .. 
Very coar~e sand (2-1 mm) .......................... .. 
Coarse sand (1-.5 mm) .............................. .. 
Medium sand ( 5· 25 mm) ........................... . 
Fine sand ( 25· 1 ;;,m) .............................. .. 
Very fine sand (.1- .03 mm) .......................... .. 
Total •and .......................................... .. 
Silt (.05-.01 mm) .................................... .. 
Fine silt ( 01-.00j mm)..... .. . .. . .. .. . . ............. .. 
Total silt ........................................... .. 
Clay (.003-.0001 mm) ................................. .. 
T,-)t .lmin0r.tl maat>r •............................... 
Mui,tur~, los.; at 100° C .............................. . 
Loss on ig-niti~.ll ..........•............•...........•.. 
'.rota! .............................................. . 
851 
.77 
1.4;3 
.92 
2 31 
21.72 
27.15 
24.11 
38 28 
62 39 
6.52 
96.06 
l.ll 
2.90 
100.07 
Section 
of contin .. 
uaus 
oats 
PLOT 1 
854 
.70 
.76 
.90 
1.90 
18.69 
22.95 
24.43 
44.25 
68.68 
4.08 
9571 
.84 
3.92 
100.47 
855 
81 
.95 
.91 
1.91 
17.39 
21.97 
26.91 
40.73 
67.64 
6.51 
96-12 
.98 
3.17 
100.27 
Section 
of contin· 
no us 
corn 
PLOT 7 
860 
.76 
1.03 
.77 
2.29 
21.66 
26 51 
21-22 
43.Z9 
64.51 
4.86 
95.88 
.74 
3.13 
99.75 
861 
1.33 
1.33 
1.04 
2.53 
25.98 
32.21 
22.38 
33.63 
56.01 
7.93 
96.15 
.87 
3.13 
100.15 
Average 
.70 
1.02 
.83 
2.04 
20-47 
25.06 
22.94 
43.33 
66.27 
4.65 
95.98 
.86 
3.54 
100.38 
Average 
.97 
1.23 
.95 
2.25 
21.69 
27.10 
24.47 
37.56 
62.03 
6.98 
96.10 
.986 
3.06 
100.16 
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TARLE IX-Results of CHEMICAL ANALYSF:S of soil and subsoil of 6 unfertil-
ized plots of the Station East Farm, \Voo;;ter: \Vest Tier, Sections of con-
tinuous \Vheat, Oats and Corn. 
SECTION AND PLOT I 
Section of con tin~ I Section of con tin~ I Section of con tin~ I 
uous wheat uous oats uous corn 
PLOT 1 I PLOT 7 PLOT 1 I PLOT 7 PLOT 1 I PLO l 7 
SOIL 
Samp'e No ................ ····I 850 852 854 8i6 858 860 I Average 
Insoluble matter ....•....... } 
Soluble silica ................ 
Potash (K2 0) ................. 
Soda (Na2 0) .................. 
L1me (Ca 0) ................... 
Magnesia (Mg 0) ............. 
Manganese oxid (Mn 0) ...... 
Ferric oxid (Fe2 Og) ........ ... 
Alumina (Al2 03) .............. 
Phosphorus pentoxid (P2 0 0) .. 
Sulfur trioxid (S 03) .•••..•.•.. 
Water and organic matter .... 
Total. ......................... 
Total nitrogen ...... .......... 
Car:~on ........................ 
Sample No ................... . 
Insoluble matter ............ I 
Soluble silica ................ r 
Potash (K2 0) ............... .. 
Soda (Na2 0) ................ . 
Lime (Ca 0) ................. .. 
Magnesia {Mg 0) . . .. . ...... . 
M:mc;anese w:id (Mn 0) .... .. 
Ferric o~ id (F -'2 0~) · .... · ... I 
Alumina (Al2 03) ............ ~ 
Ptosphorus pcvtoxid (P:2 Ov) . 
Sulfur trioxid (S Oa) .•.......• 
~ ... atc:r and organic 1natter .... 
88.70 
,29 
.23 
.32 
.23 
i 5.90 
.07 
.03 
4.60 
---
100.37 
.100 
1.120 
851 
87.66 
.32 
.24 
.19 
.18 
t7.42) 
.08 
.04 
4 20 
89.22 88 50 
.27 .25 
.50 .52 
.20 .24 
.35 .44 
2.40 
1 6 32 2.82 
.079 .08 
.03 .04 
4 15· 4.51 
------
100.03 100.90 
.092 
SUBSOIL 
e5a 
89.25 
.20 
.40 
.27 
.45 
~ 
9 
3.26 
2 4~ 
.12 
.03 
3 37 
855 
88 60 
.36 
.b5 
.26 
.31 
i 6.00 
.07 
.05 
4.60 
---
Total.......................... 100.33 99 77 100.80 
Tot" I nitrogen .. .... . .... . .. .. .059 .073 
Carbon......................... .495 
89.22 88.45 ~9.98 9, 01 
,24 .20 .28 .26 
.52 .38 .22 .39 
,28 .25 .so .26 
.37 .43 .36 .36 
.I 2.43 244 2.39 2 41 (5.51) I 2 53 3.22 2.02 2.79 
.097 .118 ,08 '.087 
.04 .02 .02 .03 
4 02 4.54 3•45 4.21 
--- ---· ------
99.74 100.01 99.70 100.12 
.096 .096 
.96 .667 .915 
857 859 861 I Average 
8S.U7 86.83 87.65 88.10 
.24 .27 .22 .27 
.42 .29 .29 .36 
,go 
.22 .20 .24 
.39 .51 .36 .37 
2 83 3.49 2 96 3.C9 
2.99 411 2 62 
(6.36) 
3 03 
.139 .OS5 .099 .1% 
.03 .02 02 .03 
:-151 4-12 5.59 4.28 
------------
UD ~1 100.25 100 00 100 16 
.039 .063 
550 .506 .517 
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T .\DLE :S:.-ResuH.1 of .:.IECH.\NIC \L ANALVSES of soil and subsoil of ..j. unfQrt'l 
lzc::l. rlots of ~·.tai.ion South Farm, ',"Vooster: Potato Rotation, Sections A and C. 
S.CCTION A::>ID PLO'I'. 
SECTION A I SECTIOX c 
PLo1· 1a 1 PLoT 31 I PLOT PLoT 31 
...... ··················! 
------
SOIL 
872 
Very coarse sund.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .21 
Coarse sand (1-.5 mm)....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .68 
Medium 'and (.5-.23 mm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .59 
Fine sand (.~3-.1 mm)...... . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . 1.36 
Veryfinesand (.1-.03mm) ............... 17.12 
Total sand.. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 19.96 
Silt (.03-.01 mm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . 34 93 
Fine silt (.03-.085 mm)... .. . . .. . . . .... . .. . 33.07 
Total silt................... . .. . .. . . . . .. .. 70.94 
Clay (.003-.00Qlmm).... ... . .. . . ... . . . . . . . 4.01 
Total minPJ':!lm:ttter......... .. .. .... .. . 94.89 
Moisture, los,., ai 10:1° C . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1.05 
Loss on ignition. . . . . . . ................. . 
Total. ............ . 
·········· .:-....... . 
Coarse gra. Yd > 2 mn1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 91 
Fine corth... .. .. .. .. . . ... . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . 98.09 
SUBSOIL 
f,amp:l': :t~\) ..... .. ······ ······ ·· .... ) 873 
Very coarse 'and.................... .. ... .17 
Coal be ~ant! (1- 5 mm)....... .. .... ... . .. .. .50 
Medium sand (.5· .25 mm) . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .50 
rine sand ( 25 .1 mm)...... . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 1 00 
Veryfincsand (.1-.05mm)....... ......... 21.16 
Total sand .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. .. 23.33 
Silt (.03• 01 mm)....... ... . .. ... ... .... .... 32.11 
F'ne silt (.01..005 mm) . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . 32.37 
Total silt.. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. 64. 48 
Cay ,.005-.0001 mm) ..... .. . . .. ...... .. .. .. 7.98 
Tot:J.! min"ral matter..................... 95.79 
Moisture, lo 'at 100" C........ . . . . .... . . .. 1.25 
Lts, on ignition........................... 3.04 
Total................ . . . . .... . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . 100.08 
Coarse gravel> 2 mm...... .... .. ... . ... . .61 
F ne earth................................. 99.39 
876 
.52 
1.18 
.71 
.63 
17.26 
20.30 
26 88 
44.81 
71.69 
2 93 
94.92 
1 20 
4 07 
100.19 
.31 
99.69 
877 
.03 
.49 
.51 
1.10 
19.53 
21.66 
32 48 
32 4i 
64 95 
8.20 
94.81 
1.44 
3 05 
99.30 
1 23 
98 77 
862 
.71 
.70 
.68 
1.82 
1i.70 
21.61 
22 97 
44.93 
67.90 
5 01 
94 52 
1 21 
4 39 
100.12 
863 
.52 
.66 
.so 
185 
19.29 
23.12 
25.89 
41.16 
67.05 
5.78 
95.95 
1.03 
2.54 
99 52 
858 
.88 
1.53 
1.00 
1.87 
16.19 
21.47 
26 44 
41.26 
67.70 
5 11) 
94.27 
1.31 
4.94 
100.5~ 
3.62 
96 38 
869 
.89 
1.14 
1.00 
1.43 
15.20 
19,66 
28.27 
40.11 
68.38 
7.57 
95.61 
1.20 
2.90 
99 71 
2 57 
Average 
.58 
1.02 
.u 
1.42 
17.07 
20 84 
27 81 
41.71 
69.55 
4 2() 
94.Qi 
119 
4.21 
100.0;) 
1 94 
98 05 
Average 
.40 
.698 
.70 
1'34 
18.79 
21.93 
29.68 
36 53 
65.21 
7 38 
95.54 
123 
2 ~8 
on 76 
107 
9S.G3 
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T.A:>Ll<~ Xl.-Reimlts of CHEMICAL ANALYSES of soil and subsoil of 5 nn'ertil-
iz~,l pL>to> of Station South Farm, \Voost<:r; Potato Rotation, Section;; A and C. 
SECTION A 
SECTION AND PLOT 
Section No ........................ ! 
Insoluble n1atter ............... ~ 
Soluble silica .................... f 
P.>tash IK2 0) .........•........... 
Soda (Na2 0) .................•..•. 
Lime (CaO) ...................... . 
Magne<;ia (Mg 0) .......••........ 
Manganese oxid (Mn 0) ......... . 
PLOT 13 
872 
87.28 
.28 
.20 
.225 
.368 
Ferric oxid (Fc2 Osl . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . 3 04 
Alumina (Al2 0~).............. . . . . 3.16 
Phosphorus pcntoxid (P2 Of>) . . . .. . .151 
Sulfur trioxid {S 03) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .021 
Water and organic matter........ 4.72 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99. 43 
Total nitrogen ................... . 
Carbon ........................... . 
Sample No .............. ···· ··· I 
In;,olublt; matter ................ / 
Soluble silica . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... f 
Potash (K2 0) .................... . 
Soda (Na2 0) ................•..... 
L:me (Ca 0)! •.•.•..•••..••..•..••. 
Magnesia (Ng 0) ............•..•.. 
Manganese oxid (Mn 0) ......... . 
I 
.112 
.949 
873 
88.23 
.25 
.29 
.177 
.51 
Ferric oxid IFe2 03)................ 3.57 
A~umina Al2 O,l .. . . . .. . .... .. .•. . 3 31 
Pho,phoru' pentoxid {P~ 0 0) . . • • . .!26 
Sulfn · trioxid {'lOg)............... .026 
W·t tc rand organic matter.... . . . 3. 76 
Toto!........... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . 100 Z:i 
Total nitrogen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .OR9 
Carb< n ..... . .473 
PLOT 31 
SOIL 
876 
88.53 
.27 
.26 
.187 
.375 
2 43 
2.90 
.us 
.024 
4.28 
99.37 
.084 
SUBSOIL 
877 
86.31 
.31 
.23 
.287 
.464 
3.64 
4 00 
.134 
.02G 
4.10 
99.JO 
.070 
PLOT 4 
862 
87.59 
.39 
.25 
.24 
.45 
3 19 
3.59 
.167 
.031 
3.68 
99.57 
.097 
863 
.30 
.20 
.19 
.42 
2 B3 
342 
.148 
.025 
4.11 
9-!.&5 
.048 
SEC'l'ION C 
PLOT 22 
866 
87 85 
.29 
.22 
.20 
.39 
2.24 
2 R2 
.191 
.042 
5.48 
99.72 
1. 5:ll 
867 
8~.16 
.23 
.31 
.1a 
.39 
2 ~1 
3 27 
.151 
.03!J 
3 (jj 
100.~0 
.041 
.5:l 
PLOT 31 
858 
86 38 
34 
.27 
2D2 
.35R 
2 38 
3.58 
.!56 
.017 
6 49 
100.40 
8{).48 
.22 
.37 
.18 
.443 
3 42 
:l so 
.161 
.029 
4.51 
99.62 
I A\e. 
87 536 
.314 
Z1 
.21 
.3~82 
2 696 
3 ~1 
.157 
.0:.:3 
493 
89 iU2 
.0914 
1 ~4 
tli Gi 
.28 
.~0 
.45 
3.26 
3.5@ 
1144 
.029 
4.02 
99.88 
.0596 
.503 
108 OHlO EXPERIMENT STATION: BULLETIN 150. 
TABLE XII.-Re-.ults of Ml·CHANICAL ANALYSES of soil and subsoil of 2 unfer-
tilized plots of Ohio State Unners1ty Fa1m, Columbus, 0. 
Continuous Wheat Section. 
SOIL II SUBSOIL 
SampleNu ... .. . ......... ... ltCO 18~2 AvLrage 1891 18S3 Average 
------ --- ------ ---
Very coarse sand. ........ .......... 694 97 832 .583 .72 .65 
Coarse sand (1-.5 mm) ................. 1 72 2 48 2.10 162 2.36 1 99 
:Medium sand (.5-.25 mm) ...... 
······ 
2 21 322 2.71 2 398 2.79 2 594 
Fine sand (.25-.1 mm) .................. 6 99 8.57 7 784 7 425 8 74 8 OS'J 
Very :fine sand (.1-.05 mm) 
············ 
17 34 18 20 1i 77 17 321 18 00 17 66 
Total sand ............................ 28.97 33,44 31.20 29.35 32.61 30.98 
Silt (.95-.01 mm) ... 
··-········ 
...... 30 G5 25 94 28.29 28 96 25 63 27.29 
Fine silt (.014:005 mm) ................ 28 56 27 89 28 22 28 79 28 35 28 57 
Total silt ............................. 58,21 53.83 56.51 57.75 53.98 55.86 
Clay (.005-.0001 mm) ................... 5 JS 685 6 115 6 47 8 37 7 42 
Total mineral matter 
················ 
93.56 94.12 93.83 93.57 94.96 94.26 
Moisture, loss at 100° C ................ 1 15 1 07 111 1.21 1.23 1.22 
Loss on ignition ....................... 5 25 4 12 4 69 4 69 4 03 4 36 
Total. ................................. 99 96 99 31 99 635 99 47 100.22 99 84 
------ --- ------ ---
Coarse gravel > 2 mm ................ .71 65 68 33 37 .35 
Fine earth ............................ 99 29 99 35 99 32 99 67 99 63 99.65 
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TABLE XII-I~esults of CHEMICAL ANALYSEs of soil and subsoil of 8 unfer-
tilized plots of Ohio State University !!'arm, Columbus, 0. 
Wheat Section. (Falkmbach.) 
Plot No ........................................ 1 1 I 4 I 7 I 10 13 I 16 I 19 I 22 I Av. 
SOIL 
Insoluble matter ........... ................ t 
82 78183 34 83.10183.47 
Soluble sllica' ................................ \ 
83 49 82 78 83 60 84.93 83.44 
Potash (K2 0) ................................. 0.64 0.53 .62 .55 .59 .53 .62 .43 .56 
Soda (Na2 0) .................................. 0.69 0.69 .77 8'3 93 .6R 73 .56 .74 
Lime !Ca 0) ..... 
·········· ·················· 
0.64 0.60 .59 .46 .45 .63 .68 .45 .56 
l\1 a~<nesia (Mg 0) ............................. 0.76 0.52 .71 .64 .61 
-58 .62 .49 .62 
Ferric oxid (Fez Oa) ........................... 3.18 3.11 4.21 3.85 3 43 2.99 3.28 3.20 3.41 
Alumina (Al2 03) ............................. 4.71 5.11 4 99 4 93 4 82 5-05 4.66 4-52 4.85 
Phosphorus pentoxid (Pz 05) ...•••.....••...•. 0.12 0.20 .17 .17 .15 .10 .11 
-12 .u 
Sulfur trioxi d (S Oa) ........................... 0.09 o.og .04 .09 .12 .os .08 .10 .09 
Water and organic matter .................... 5.63 6.53 5.02 5.70 5.88 6.52 5.70 5.00 5.86 
------ ------------
Total .......................................... 99 95100.19100.46100 32100 45 99.94100.08100.70100.27 
Total nitrogen ... ...... .... ... .. ......... .... 0.24 0.28 .21 .35 .18 .39 .17 .17 .25 
Carbon ....................................... . 1.853 
SUBSOIL 
Insoluble matt<•r ·· · · ·· ·· ... · ·· · · .. ·· .... ·· · · I. 84.09 82.24 84.24 83.52 84 11 83.89 84.18 84.69 83.87 
Soluble silica ................................ \ 
Potash (K2 0) ........................ ... .... .40 .71 .71 .64 .45 .69 .40 .47 .56 
Soda (Na2 0) ................................... .69 .72 -76 .74 .92 11.09 .79 .54 .78 
Lime (Ca 0) ........ 
·························· 
.47 1.00 .36 .58 .36 1.10 .67 .77 .69 
Magnesia (Mg 0) ...... 
····················· 
.61 .()2 .67 .73 .60 .60 .60 .56 .62 
Ferric oxid (Fe2 03) ..... 
······················ 
3.46 3.78 4 20 4.H 3-16 3 57 3.57 3.14 3.63 
Alumina (Alz 03) .............................. 4.26 4.73 4.00 4.11 3.93 4.18 4.52 4.35 4.26 
Phosphorus pentoxid iP2 Os) .................. .17 .16 .17 .15 .13 .14 .15 .11 .15 
Sulfur trioxid (S Oa) ........................... .13 .11 .OJ 
-06 .09 .13 .12 .10 .10 
Water and organic matter .................... 5.61 5.72 5.11 5.88 7.03 4.56 5.56 5.71 5.65 
-·-
-- ---- --
--
--
----
Total. .......... 
······························ 
99.89 99.79 100.47 100.55 100.78 100~1100 ~ 100.:!4 100 30 
Total nitrogen ................................ .10 .21 .10 .u .14 .14 .11 .07 135 
Carbon ................................... .... 1-75 
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TABLE XIV.--Result'l of 1\h;CHANICAL AN . .V.YSES of 6 unft>dili%ed plots of the 
Northeastt:rn Te;,t Farm, btrongsville: Ulal<e Tract, Ea;,t 
and \Vest, Se.:t!om; A, Band C. 
TRACT, SECTION 
AND PLOT 
Sample No ............. ....... . 
Silt (.05 .. 01) .... · · · · · · ............ .. 
Fine silt (.01-.005 mm) .......... .. 
Total silt .................. , .. , ... , 
Clay (.005-.0001 nim) ..... , .. , ..... 
Total mineral m:ttter, ....... , . . 
Moisture, loss at 100° C ........... . 
Loss on ignition .................. . 
Total. .. . .. .. .. . .. .............. . 
Coarse gravel > 2 n1m ........... . 
Fineearth, ..................... . 
I-----,E-\_G_T------,T_R_'.A_c __ T-,-----'1 WE"'T TRACT 
~_.J·_:c_._A_. :s_:c_-c_._B_i"-'B_'_c_._c_. I 
1 
sP-EL'c0.TA{J·P'EL'Co:riJ1·~,· I!"P'EL·c0-~ c171 
PLOT lJ.:PLOT ::H 1PLOT 1;) .1. 
SCIL 
14 48 12 7G 
28.17 23.41 
30 04 30.86 
28.30 3o ga 
58.34 61.70 
5.16 8.71 
9l.C7 93,91 
1 43 1.74 
SU.:JSOIL 
Sample No ...................... 11::3 I 1~:s 1C33 l:\.v\1;• ' 12'i5 !Slll \ 12e5 
Verycoarsegand.................. 1.02 .58 .69 .76 .83 .45 1.36 .so 
Coarsesand(1.5mm) ............ 2.18 .42 .66 109 124 .92 1.96 !37 
Medium sand (.5-.25 mm) ... .. .. .. 2 27 .R6 .62 1.25 1 59 1 40 2 G3 1-85 
Fine sand(-25-.1 mm) .. .... .... .. .. 6 45 2 21 1.52 3.39 3 R8 3 33 6.22 4 48 
Very fine sand (.1-.05 mm) . .. .. .. .. 11 22 5. 96 3. 48 G 89 10 33 4 8!J 12 3;) [l 24 
Total sand........................ 23.14 10.03 6.97 13.23 17.90 !1.01 21.00 17.33 
Silt (.05-.01 mm) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 33 20 35 5U 30 04 33 fi1 27 50 27 1G ~3 CG ~5 93 
Fine silt (.01-.005 mm) .. .. .. .... .. 26 60 32 ~1 3.j 24 31 33 :Jo G3 1 34.3:3 . ~g 33 ~1-13 
Total silt........................ CUO 67.80 C5.28 GU6 CJ. 10 Cll.49 G~.41 57.~0 
Clay (.005-.0001 mm) .... .. .... .... 11.55 1G 62 ~1-81 16 6G !7 lil 21 68 17 08 m 59 
Total mineral matter............. £6.49 DU.5 01.C3 c;:;.Ol £3.10 94.13 91.08 S3.1'S 
Moisture, loss at 100° C............ 1.92 2 01 2 2G 2.0G 2.92 1.98 2 13 2 34 
Loss on ignition .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 2 52 3 CO 4.36 3 56 4 18 4 11 3 93 4 07 
Total.............................. 100.93 , 100 26 JOO ~8 JIJO G3 100 20 100 27 !00 14 100 19 
Coarse gravel > 2 mm ............ --z.4l-1-gj ,-1-l; -1-.-H;)-
Fine earth ........................ I 97 m DS 03 Hl.82 ()1' 15 
--:sg 588-~-1 OJ- 2 liu 
9D 11 94 .12 g,~ 9'7 D7.4D 
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TABLE XV.-Results of CHEMICAL ANALYSES of 6 unfertilized plots of the 
Northeastern Test Farm, Strongsville: Blake Tract, East and 
West. Sections A, Band C. 
EAST I WEST 
SEC. A I SEC. B I SEC. c I I SEC. AI SEC. B I SEC. c I PLOT AND SECTION 
PLOT 13 PLOT 3l,PLOT 13 NO. PLOT 4 PLOT 17 PLOT 17 
SOIL SOIL 
Sample No ........................ 1852 186! 1868 Av. 1874 1880 1884 Average 
------------ ------------
Insoluble matter ........... · · · ·· / 
Solubl~ Silica . . . . .. . ...... · ... ·. f 84.71 87.09 84.22 85.34 88.37 84.77 85.96 86.37 
Potash (K2 0; ...... 
·············· 
.18 .25 .22 .22 .21 .20 .25 .22 
Soda 1N'a2 OJ .......... 
··········· 
.22 .22 .22 .22 .16 .26 .15 .19 
Lime (Ca 0) ....................... .20 .16 .10 .15 .19 .23 .28 -23 
Magnesia (Mg 0) ................. .44 .31 .54 .43 .3-1 .40 .40 .38 
Ferric oxid (Fe2 OB) ...... .......... 3 19 2.43 3.34 2.99 2.58 3.27 2.81 2.89 
Alumina ( Al2 OG) .................. 2.93 2 67 3.96 3.19 .96 3 01 4.15 2.71 
Phosphorus pentoxid (P2 Os)' ..... .097 .064 .121 .094 .099 .08 .12 • 9 
Sulfur trioxid (S Os) ............... .03 .01 .04 .03 .04 .04 .06 .05 
Water and organic matter .... .... 782 6.19 7.03 7.01 6 36 7 30 6 26 6.64 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
Total. ............................. 98 81 B~.39 99.79 99.67 99.30 99.56 100 44 99.77 
Total nitrogen ................... ·I .185J .14 ...... .162 .144 ...... 121 .132 
EAST WEST 
SUBSOIL ,SUBSOIL 
Sample No ....................... 1853 ~~~ Av, 1875 1881 1885 Average 
--- ---------
Insuluble matter ......... ...... , 
Soluble silica .................... f 87.03 84.35 82.32 8457 80.98 83.37 80.82 81.72 
Potash (K20) ...................... .21 .25 .21 .22 .25 .12 .25 21 
Soda (Na20) ....................... ,15 .20 .40 .25 .29 .27 .27 .28 
Lime (CaO) ....................... .12 .15 .25 .18 .27 .20 .16 .21 
Magnesia (Mg 0) .................. .48 .47 .38 .44 .58 .46 .57 .54 
Ferric oxid (Fe2 03) ............... 3.80 4.86 5.92 4.86 4.78 6.76 4.78 544 
Alumina (Al2 Os) .................. 3 76 3.93 4.62 4.10 5.10 2.44 5.59 4.38 
Phosphorus pentoxid (P2 0;;) ....... .062 .059 .11 .077 .117 .on .179 .122 
Sulfur trioxid (S Os) ............... .02 .03 .021 .024 .07 .03 .06 .05 
Water and organic matter ........ 4.20 553 5.57 5.10 7-33 6.46 7 15 6.98 
--- -- -- -- -- -- --
---
Total ...... :. 
···················· 
99.83 99.82 99.80 99.81 99.76 100.18 99 82 99.87 
Total nitrogen ...... .............. .061 .072 .066 .075 .075 075 
112 OHIO EXPERDIENT STATION: BULLETIN 150. 
T ABL 1•: XVI. "Rt--mlt.., of i\f<. CH.\N!C'Ar, ANALYSI<:S of 12 unfertilized plot~ ui the 
Nnrth<•.t,ietlt '!'- ~~ 1 a.m. :::.tn>ng»l ille; Pomeroy Tract, 
:,>,ection,., .\, U, <..', D and E. 
SECTION .\ND I SEC. :.. I ::,::c. B I SEC. c I SEC. D I SEC. E I 
Pf,()T PL 4 "L :.! I •• -:-1 -~I.:-:! ~;:;:JI) ;,[.. 41PL lilt!. 2RIPL lfJIPL 28 
Vurv co.:1r ... c sand 
c .. ,,;..,., •:.mel 11-.:i 2.5j 
SOIL 
.:!U 1110 1 !!H UJO 1 [JJ 
mm) . . . . . 2 ii2 2 13 2 51 1 71 2 ~0 2. in :.l.i!ll 1 31i 3.05 2 94 2 !12 2 36 2 42 
M,•dium o,anu ( .i-
.:.!3 mm1 . .. . .. 1 iii 2.:!4 2.1:.! 2 47 ~.&tl !! ~~ :l fi3 1 IJ 3.00 3.14 3.47 2 25 2.46 
Fin~ ~.tnt! (.:!5·.1 
mm) 3 3:31 3 :l7 4 fl7 4 i:i 6 lif! .:; !Ill 5 .1)
1 
6 03 ll Uo 7.4f.l :s 95 5.14 5 44 
Vt•n fi1w ""nncl I 
(.i-.03 mm... ... 10 11 8 ;;;: 6 71 9 fl'll12 iH H !Iii :J :JU1 Jj 70 11 90110.fi1 7 fl: 9 :ill 10.09 
Total ><aud . .. . 20.3: 17.3! 17.7: lS.s:i 25,3'/l 2l.C5I 21.22
1 
25.57\ 27.~6 26,14 21.2a 21.14 21.94 
Silt (.0:5·.01 mm) . 1U 11 32 l'l ~~ I~ :.!2.;:; ~4 1:~ 1 21 1!1 J:J ~~~ 25 u;; 32 02 31.42 2~ :ij :l7 .46 25 {l6 
l<'tn .. ,ilt (.01-.00J' 44.30 37.37! ;;n L 40 m1
1 
:7 lil 1
1 
37 42 45 :m 34.1~127 87 28.68 33 3',35.28 36.76 
mm) 1 
Total ~ilt .... . 
1
63.11 69.5JI66.ti 63.43 62,H 61.61 58.40 59.73l 59.80 60.10 6Ul] 62.74 62.42 
Clay[.003·.0001mlll' (j no {) 31 7 h1 10.2~1 .j 7KI 8 031 !l ,j.j 4 ti61 3 18; 3.61 7 15: 7.06 6.66 
Total m:n<•rttl I 90.62 93.12 91.58 92.47l 9U9 90.G9 89.07 90.0619D.43 89.85 90.29 90,94 91.03 
mattt.•r . . . 1 I 
M· ~;.t., "·'"~h .. t , 1 oo 1 u~ 1 1.:; 1 Ha1 us 2 iO a ou 1 no 1 u.l1 2 oa 2.:lo 1.65 l.B'Z 
I\KI° C I I I I I I Lo,bon ignition... U.4! (i 2J 7.W G ~11 5 7U 7 :n 7.1J3 8 51 6 b7 ~ 18 7 73 7.55 7 18 
:~::~~· ~~~,::.;. ~ ", I ~ -~~,:?i ~:1 ~~~~~,~~~~~HI~'~IlO~:~~,!I:.~:,JO~.~~II ~~·: 10:.~~,~~.:11~ ~~~,1~:: 
~mm ....... \ 1 
F.ntn•arth. .... . 97 li1 !17 9! 9t :JJ 9:l iKil 9l.llti 97.7:5 97.bb1 96 30 Oi.fi7 94 H:J 96.42 97.66 96.46 
Sampl" No ...... 
Verv· co .. tr~~ ~.~nd. 
Co~~r~u e-.unu (1-.s 
mml . .. ... 
1\h•lbmn r:mnd (.j.. 
~Jmm' ..... 
Fin!! ~and (.~j-.} 
111111) • .•. 
YL•J \"'" 1im.~ t..tnd 
SUUS J1L 
~~_1181~ I 1821 I 1825 _!827 I 1829 1833 j1835 1837 1889 1845 I~~ A v. 
l 3!1 &i .77 ,fi() 1.16 1.17 1.44 1.38 ,t)lj 1 47 .97 .46 1 02 
1 .l!J .7'J .87 .79 .200 1.73 2.03 112 1.82 2 22 1.93 1.19 1.49 
1 Jll .7i .H3 Hl 2 5H 2 23 1.61 2 52 3.51 2.!12 2 24 1.46 1 96 
2 iJj 1. 73 5.04 4.0:i 5 lb 5 0'4 3 57 452 1.1;:; B.m 4 :ss a 65 4.6:5 
(.1·.03 mm).... • 7 UH 3.27 0 !19 5 17 8 93 7 !J8 6.00 10.68
1 
13 70 13.00 8 7:i 6.00 8.:39 
Tol.tl sand ........ 14.49 6.86 17.52 12.02 19.83 18.17 14.71 20.22127.54 26,56 18.43 12.76 17.50 
Hlt, l~i-.Olmml .. 29 20 27 113 2<J 321 21.3fl 30 14 :!11.03 :l3.U2 2!l 7:! :!:S.oo :!.i Hll :1.6 Jill :1.:3 Ofl 2u.n~ 
Fnh llt ,,1)]. OU:5 j I I I I 
mml .. .. .. . ... 3:5 fiJI 4:~.1iU 33 !ill 41! li!l 34 :531 ~2.00 3.~ 4i 33.381 28.H2 26 9J 34 13 1 37.~0 33 11 
Tnta!,at ........ j 64.82' 70.7~1164.98 62.os164.67l61.05j64.09 63.20 53.82 54.75 60.531 60.29 62.08 
<'1ayi.005-.0001mml 14 21117.031 U Oi li 9B 10.9:11 15.J:J 14 61 11 .31 13 53 U 17 15.51,20.29115.01 
Total IUilll' J.l I 
"'''lt. r . . . 93,52 95.53 96.57 92.08 95,43 94.65 93.41 95.03 94.91 95.48 94.47 93.34 94.5! 
M01...,t.un ... to ... "' i.1 t j 
1011° c .. ... . . 2 7!
1
1 oo .nu 2.b0 .9o ::! 01 1 s..~ 1.20 1 4o 1 21 2.53 2 31 t.75 
Loss on ignition ... 3 D::i J.OJ 3 20 :5.15 4 U3 3.9fi 4 ti.:i 4.21:1 3 . .32 4.2ti ~ 18 4.31 4 05 
~.~":,:· ~·.~:~.; ·:, .. , ~~ ~:~~~·:~,1~i~~JO::~:,,lo~.:~,~~~ s: ~J,too_~;'l1 H~ :~~1~ :~ 1~::~~ ~Hi~IO~.~~ 
•)mru ..... ( 
Fiitc t'tll'\h ... . .. 98.!19 00.06 92 f!fi 06 04 97.62 fJ7 64 97 48 00.10
1 
U7 3.3! !J3 tlO 94.ti9 94 69 U:i fifi 
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TABLE XVII.-Results of CHEMICAL ANALYSI<:S of 7 unfertilized plots of the 
Northeastern Test Farm, Strotlgsville: Pomeroy Tract, 
SECTION AND PLOT 
NO. 
Sections A, B, C, D and E. 
I REC-1 '!-.l- i II ;,E - I 
I 
TION TWN I SECTION c '1 ION ' RECTI ON E 
A B I D i 
I ;-I~;;-4 1 P1,0 rlt! PLOr -! :l'L()T -J.O ;~~>I' :!~ 1 I"LU r ]l): PLOT 28 
~----------------~----~---
SOIL 
Sample No,., .. ,. .... ., .... .,_11~, 1820 ~~6__!-~~~ 18~8 ~~~~~.!:_____ 
Insoluble matte "' .. "' ......... 11 I H5,.
2
)
3
7 ill ~4 H~ r\61 HO 2H HO 2
2
-
0
, ~~. H1.,(!J(
1
; 1,
1 
H2,2~o:,· 1
1 
Rl fi3 
Soluble "ilica .... ., .... ., .. , 
1 
Potash (K2 0) ,. ,. ., ..... ., ... ., ., .19 19 28 
1 
.19 
Soda (Na2 0)., ......... ,. , .. ., .10 .50 .5H 17 52 I .2!1 ,34 
Lime(CaO) ..... ., . ., .. ,...... .19 .180 .27 .30 .354' ,23 .22 .25 
Magnesia (Mg 0) ....... ., ... ., . I .42 .31i .4f!l .37 44 I .31 .30 50 Ferri~oxid(Fe20s) .. ,,.., ........ 
1
. ~73 44~ 304 3,72 318 342 3.K7 3,49 
.Alumma (Al2 Os) ............. ., . . 1 87 4 53 I ;) 861 3 21 4 fi9 3 llO 3 04 3M 
Phosphorus pentcxid (P2 0,;)...... .197 .161 113. .227 .!26 .126 .121 .153 
071 .03fJ 
~~~~~ I u n2 (I s1 
99 (i1 I !JB 77 H!l ~9 99 44 99 76 
.244 .19~ .219 
03 Sulfur trioxid (S Os) ., . ., ,. ., . ., .... .05 .Qjj .057 
Water and organic matter ...... ... 8,34 lO.R'\ R 93 
Total.. 
···························· 
99 69 9H 7H 100.:lli 
Total nitrog(!n ........... ...... .. .204 .25() .195 
.05 .06 
8.91 9 flO 
SUBSOIL 
Sample No 
·········· ...... 1811 1821 11827 i 1833 I 1839 I 1845 1847 Av. 
Insoluble matter .... ., ............ / 
--,--~---
84.07 HU4 H4.27 ! 85 ii2 83.71 I 84 4-! 8~ 33 84.37 
Solub:e sihca ............ .. ...... I I I 
Potash (K2 0) ...................... .32 ,20 :i .22 .20 .16 .21 .21 Soda (Na~ 0) ........................ .1K 44 .Hi ,5() .~7 ,28 .32 
Lime (Ca 0) ....................... , 18 ,103 .H6 .15 .236 .15 .16 .17 
Magnesia (Mg 0) ................... I .51 ,539 54 
.41 I .4891 .22 ,24 .42 
Ferric oxid (Fe2 Os) ................. 4 18 HO 3,72 3 99 4,10 471 5,32 4.35 
Alumin::t I Al2 03), .. ,. ... .... . .. 3,7:.! 441 4.81 2 61 3,82 419 443 3.99 
Phosphoruq pentoxid (P2 0;,' . .096 .06 .062 .124 .04 .07 ,131 .08 
Sulfur triox:d (S Osi .... .... 05 .OH .019 .04 .021 ,02 .02 ,03 
Water and organic tnatter ....... llJi0 5.17 5 55 6.53 4.72 5 ~1 fi 2H 5 i'l2 
--- --- --- -- --
100 o.! I 
-
.. 
---
Total. .............. , ... .. ... .. .. H.9il 99 47 99 76 99.85 99.H3 !1[1.40 I HA io 
Total nitro!l'en ......... , ... .... .. ,079 .005 .oso .07i .071i Oil 
I 
--
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TABLE XVIII.--Mr<::cHANICAL ANALYSES of 3 samples of yellow >land from un-
fertilized plot;, of the Jm·mer Northwesrern Test Farm, Neapolis, 0. 
PLOT NO. I PLOT 41 PLOT 221 pl~~~d I I PLOT 41PLOT 221 plYt~~d I 
1----~--~----~---
SOIL I SUBSOIL 
Sample No...... .. . . . . . ..... . . .. .. 1786 1792 l 1804 1 I Ave. [ 1787 1793 1803* A ''e. 
Very coarse-and .................. -.-.-.. -.-. - -;;~~~--13- ,[--.-. --48-----:;--; 
Cuar'e ~and 11-.5 mm) . . . . .. . .. .. . ,2fi 1 6~ I 1 H • 1 m lr 34 1 R5 1 82 1.34 
I I' Medtum sand (.5-.23 llllllJ .... .. .. • l.tiO 4 tifJ :; ~3 ' :l :37 1: 1 06 4 08 3.88 3.00 
31 n :m 40 4177! :11 .;4 [! 3111 35 95 31.2~ 32.71l 
3~ 2H f 42 M 4~ 9o 4ti ~9 [! .;~ og 47 65 50.60 52.11 
s6 61 I 88 12 89 77 ss.a6 90 60 9o.ol 88.oa 89.54 
Fine ;andl.25-.1 mm) . .. . .. .. .. I 
Very tine sand (.1-.05 mul) ........ ·1 
Total sand ................... · · · · · i 
Silt (.03-.01 mm) ............... . ~.jo 82 I 2.40 2 El7 ~:J.) :l 37 : ~57 3.82 
Fine "i!t (.OJ·.Oil3 mm) . . . . . . . . :; 42 a.uG :l 40 
Total silt. ............ .. 6 22 6.29 5.41 6 97 
Clay (.003-.0001 mml .... . .I 1 fi2 2.80 2 97 2.47 
'l.'otal mineral matter. . . . . . . . . . . . . 94 45 97 81 98.15 96.80 
Moisture, los' at 100° C............ .99 1.02 .90 .97 
Loss on it...rnition . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 4 14 1.00 1.26 2 43 
Total.............................. 99 58 100.73 100 31 100.20 
~oarse gravel > 2 mm ............ ,-.-. -. -. -.,'---:=- ---:=- -.-. -.. -. -. 
Fine earth .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 100 00 100 00 100 00 100.00 
·• Chemical anal.\'~''' not made of Nos. 1804 and 1806. 
3 03 
3.87 
l.f16 
96 43 
.81 
1.90 
99.H 
2 77 
5 34 
2.70 
98.05 
.95 
.65 
99.65 
2.47 
6.29 
2.52 
96.84 
1.33 
1.00 
99.17 
2.76 
5.16 
2-40 
97.11 
1.03 
1.18 
99 32 
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
TADLE XIX.-CHEMICAL ANALYSES of 2 samples of yellow sand from unfer-
tilized plots of the former Northwestern Test Farm, Neapolis, 0. 
PLO'l'NO. I I~z.o-r 4 I PLOT 22J PLOT 4 I PLOT 221 I 
i>OIL SUBSOIL 
·------
Section No ....... ..... ....... .... 
1 
1786 1792 Average. 1787 !793 Average . 
-------
Insoluble matter .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. 1 I 
94.33 93-21 93.98 ' 92.09 94.64 94.31 
Soluble silica ........................ \ 
Potash IK2 0) ......................... .046 .06 .053 .04 .00 .06 
Soda (N a2 0) ........ ............. .06 .06 .06 .08 .06 .07 
J::ime (Ca 0) . 
····················· 
... .07 .31 .19 .07 .22 .14 
Magnesia (l.\-Ig 0) ................. ... 
I 
.10 .14 .12 .11 .15 .13 
Ferric oxid (Fell Oal ................. .. I l.llO .99 .995 1.00 .65 .82 
Alumina (Al2 03) .................. .. 1.10 .~ .oo !.:.15 1.80 1.97 
Phosphorus pcntoxid (P2 Or,; .•...• .120 .13 .125 ll .12 .12 
Sulfur trioxid (S 03) ............... .03 .032 .031 .02 
-021 .020 
Water and orgoanic matter .... .. 5.13 2 78 :1.95 ~.i5 1.83 2.29 
---------- ----
----
Tctal .................................. 99.74 99.71 99.73 100.31 99.58 99.94 
Total nitrogen ..... 
······ ... ······ 
.091 ..... .091 .037 . ..... .037 
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TABLE XX.-Results of MECHANICAL ANAI.YSES of 2 samples of black sand 
from unfertilized plots fr.Jm the former Northwestern Test 
Farm, Neapolis, Ohio. 
SOIL 11 SUBSOIL 
I pl~c~~d I p~;~~d I I pl~t~~d I p~~ed I 
Sample No ............................ ~~-~lA verage. ~-~~~ Average. 
Very coarse sand...................... . . .. .. .05 i 03 I ·..... i .I)H .04 
Coarsesand (l-.5mm)................. 1.05 .57 1 .81 1 .94 1 .59 .77 
:. '· I Medium sand (.5.25 mm) 2.74 
Fine sand (.25-.1 mm) ................. . 
Very fine sand (.1-.05 mm) .......... . 49.!11 
Total sand .......................... . 87.44 
Silt (.05.01) .. 1.35 
Fine silt (.01-.005 mm) ............ .. 2.99 
Total ~ilt. ................. .. 4.34 
Clay (.005-.0001 mm) ...... . .110 
Total mineral matter .............. .. 92.68 
2.88 2.81 ~.64 2.44 
29.30 ! 31.52 I' 30.70 I :J:3.70 
53.2S 51.59 I 54.03 I 4U.l6 
86.08 86.76 I 88.31 .~: 85.98 
3 06 i 2.21 2.22 4 G9 
z~o 1 2s3 
!,I 5 01 5 07 !, 7.3~ 5.67 
2.54 
32.20 
51.59 
87.H 
3.46 
2-75 
6.21 
155 l.Z'l I• 1 40 2. 74 2.07 
93.30 92 99 li 94.78 96.06 95.42 
Moistnre,loss at 100° C... .... .. .. .. .. 1 2:l 1.20 1.21 11 1.40 1.2!J 1.34 
. • . - • • - -, if • ') 'I ' I Loss on tgmt10n ....................... 4.14 h.29 :, .. 12 ;, 4 3. 2.00 ' 3.16 
Total.................................. 98.65 -~oo.;~- _HH.i2 II 100.50 ~~a5 ! __ 9_9_.9_2_ 
Coarse gravel > 2 mm.... . .. . .. .. .. .. ·.. · .. .. .. 11 · .... · · · ! 
Fine earth............................. 100.00 lOU 00 100.00 jj lOO.ml 1100 00 i 101).00 
TABLE XXI.-Results of CHEMICAl, ANAI-YSRS of 2 samples of black sand 
from unfertilized plots of the former Northwestern Tebt Fann, Neapolis, 0. 
SOIL SUBSOIL 
Un- Un- I Un I Un plot ted plot ted , plott~d plott~d 
Sample No ............................ ~~~·A verage.II--1-803--':--1-8-07-+A-v-er_a_g_e-. 
In.oluble matter .................... l 
Soluble silica ........................ I 
Potash (K2 0) ......................... 
Soda (Na2 0) .......................... 
Lime (Ca o;· ........................... 
Magnesia (Mg 0) ..................... 
Ferric oxid fFe2 Os) .................. .. 
Alumina (AI2 03l .................... .. 
Phosphorus pentoxid (P2 0 0) ••..••.••• 
Sulfnr trioxid (S Oa) .................. . 
Water and organic matter ....... . 
91.61 89.14 90.37 93.15 93.22 
.05 .05 .05 .06 .06 
.07 .10 .09 .06 .12 
.11 .49 .30 .os .41 
.09 .lH .13 .14 15 
.67 li 
.RO ![ 1.4:~ 1 
4 I. 10 2 :~~ :~:J ! ·~;3 1:1 :(11 1 :~18 1 
6.07 H.27 1 i 1i U2 ~ :l.24· I I 
.54 .so 1.15 
.93 I 
1.10 
I 26 
93.18 
.06 
.09 
.24 
.14 
1.12 
1.34 
.11 
.014 
:l.7R 
----1---1--I--!---
Total...... ...... ............ ...... .... 99.34 100.15 : Hll.7+ lj 100.50 I 99.b'9R 100.099 
otalnitrogen ....................... 1 .J_z_o _______ .~~~) .1131 .113 
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TABLE XXII.-Results of MECHANICA ANALYSF:S of 1 sample of soil and sub-
soil of Germantown Test !<'arm and 2 samples of same 
of Carpenter Test !<'arm. 
GER- GER-
:MAN- CARPENTER MAN- CARPENTER 
TOWN TOWN 
Corn I Wh~at I Corn I Wheat I Field Field Field Field 
SOIL SUBSOIL 
4253 1 ~~~ -SampltlNo ... . . ······ .. Av. 4254 4256 4258 Av. 
--- --- ------
Very coar"" sand (2·1 mm) ...... 1 OJ I 44 59 .515 119 .21 .49 .35 
Coarse sand (1-.5 mm). 1 93 I 138 ~ :n 1 79.5 1 in 74 1.80 1.27 
. ······ I 
Medium •and (.5-.25 mm) .......... 1 96 1 01 ~ 09 1 5.5 1H6 5R 1.83 1 21 
Fine sand (.2:')..1 mm). 
············ 
434 1 !12 ~ 73 2.32.i 4.:rJ 1.05 1 91 1.48 
Very fine sand (.1-.05 mm) ......... 9 09 4 12 5 39 475 ]~ 94 4 09 2.96 3 52 
Total sand ...................... 18 36 8 87 13.01 10 94 22.11 667 8.99 7.83 
Silt (.05-01 mm) .................... 50 21 49 431 45 40 47 415 40 9fl 45 H9 47 11 46.50 
Fine 'ilt (.01-.005 mml ............ 17 72 23 H0 I 2fl 16 26 01 1H 43 25 4:3 23.81 24 62 
Total Rilt ..... .... 
·············· 
67.93 75.29 71 56 73 42 59.39 71.32 70.92 71 12 
Clay (.005-.0001 mm) .............. H.HH 1().(1() 9 I~ u. il 14 5R lti.91 15 11 16 01 
I 
Total mint•ral matter ............ 95 18 94.16 93 99 94 075 96 08 I 94 90 95.02 94.96 Moisture, loss at 100° C ........... 1 05 1 13 1.10 1.115 1.18 1 :t.l 1.20 1.21 
Loss on ignition .................. 3 46 470 5 02 489 3.12 3H6 3.58 3.72 
Total ....................... ... !I!) fl9 100 05 100.11 100.08 100.3H 9998 99.80 99.89 
-
TABLE XXIII.-Results of CH£;;1\UC.U. ANALYSr>S of 1 sample of soil of Ger-
mantown Test !<"'arm and 2 ~oamples of Carpenter Test !<'arm. 
GER-
MAN· 
TOWN 
CARPENTER 
C;;;n 'Wht~~ -Field Fit•ld 
GER-
MAN-
TOWN 
CARPENTER 
Corn I Wht•at I Fi<>ld l<'l<'ld 
SOIL SUBSOIL 
Samp'e No ...................... .. 
Insoluble matter ................ I 
Soluble silica .................... r 
Potash (K2 0) ................... .. 
Soda (Na2 0) ..................... . 
Lime(CaO) .................... .. 
Magne.«ia (Mg 0) ................ . 
Ferric oxid (Fe2 Oa)... . . .. . . .... .. 
Alumina (Al2 Os) ................. . 
Phosphorus pentoxid (P2 06) •...•. 
Sulfur trioxid (S Oa) ............. .. 
Water and organic matter ...... . 
4255 4257 A v. 4254 I 4256 i258 1-A~ 
9055 
"'·" "·" ..... .. "' ! "'" =i .... 
.142 .193 .181 .187 210 .275 .235 .265 
.21 .10 .11 !Of .:l.'l .11 12 .12 
.11 18 .18 .171 .13 .19 .10 .:5 
.31 .33 .~ .291 37 46 28 .;; 
1.68 
3.17 
.102 
.03 
3-70 
2 81 ~-65 
3 ll!l 4 29 
.124 101 
.03 Oil 
7 fi5 6 12 
2 7:~ 
3 99 
.112 
.03 
- 6.~ 
2 :!li 
3.611 
.1'15 
.oa 
3 RIJ 
- - I 
382 3.12 
5 00 4. 73 
093 
.o2l 
.074 
oa 
6 lH I 4 98 
3.47 
4.87 
.OBi 
.03 
55R 
Total................. ... . .. .. .. . 100.015 100 42 lOO.Oil 100 23o 100 OH I 
090 
007o ~-99.6~ 99.66 
.070 Total niuogen ...... ...... ... . ... .090 .13:! .144 .];* .069 .070 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 
The tables and diagt•am-> herewith presented give the results 
of the mvestigation::'!l already mentwned, and the diagrams are in-
tended to make the ~oil differences the more reauily seen and ap-
prehended; ~everal features of these results ~eem to call for further 
discussion. 
As already stated the requit ements of plot experimentation, by 
the application of carrict·s of plant food, make the chemical analyses 
a first consideration in this work. In the future conduct of the 
work yet further analyses will be required of the soils of the same 
or adjoining plots. 
In the present ~tate of our knowledge concerning the soil func-
tion of certain con">tituent .... and the effects o± culture u1'on the rate 
of exhau~tion of } et others contained in the soil, it il=l not to be ex-
pected that any single ~eries of analyses will present final results, 
or results admitting of final interpretation. We ha\·e presented 
herein a somewhat full ~edes of ~oil analyse8 both mechanical and 
chemical of the soils in question and we do not find that elsewhere 
an equally full series of both chemical and mechanical analyses of 
the identical samples of a series of soils ha-> as yet been published. 
It seemed desirable and necessary, in view of the wide applica-
tion already made in America of the rc~ult"> of mechanical sedimen-
tation in water, as applied to "oil ~amples, tl~at the mechanical sep-
arations should be as complete and extendetl as the chemical ones. 
The discussion of this parallel series of anal} ~e8 of the two kinds 
is by no means simple. Indeed to the writers it appears to offer 
considerable difficulties. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS OF MECHANICAL ANALYSES. 
The results of the mechanical ::;eparations of the grades of 
sand, the silt and the clay of a soil and the statement of these 
amounts as percentages of the sample, comey valuable information 
concerning the soil character. 'l'he soils with very high percent-
ages of total sand, like those of Neapolis, will be loose and follow 
the character of sand. Those with moderate percentages of 
total sand will be less open ~nd loose or as described, "loamy." 
While those with high percentage of total t>ilt will pack very quick-
ly under rainfall, may harden badly and may ~how considerable 
plasticity; on the other hand the soils ·with much cla.y will be plas-
tic, retentive of moi-ture with strong tendency to cloddiness in 
working and shrinking a tl cn.tcl.ing during drought. 
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TABLE XXIV.-D1agram showing the average percentages of mechamcal 
components in the so1l and subs01l of the StatiOn Farms, Wooster. 
Percent 
Very 
coarse 
aand 
SOIL 
Coarse MedJUm Fme 
sand sand sand 
Very 
fine 
sand 
!!UBSOIL 
Silt Fme 
Stlt 
Clay 
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TABLE XXV.-Diagram showing the average percentages of mech<~nical 
components in the so1l and subsotl of the Northeastern Test Farm, Strongsvt!le. 
P<'rcent 
Very 
coarse 
sand 
96 
Coarse 
sand 
140 
Medium 
sand 
182 
SOIL 
Fme 
sand 
IIUBSOIL 
436 
Very 
fine 
sand 
783 
S1lt 
27 94 
Fine 
slit 
Clay 
8384 1599 
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'l'ABLI<~ XXVI.-D1agram sho\\ mg the a\ ,.r,.,gt- percentage<; of mechanical 
components 10 the soil and sub..o1l ot the Uh10 otdte Unner;,1ty 1:< o.rm, Lolumbus. 
Very 
coa.r&e Coar&e. 
sand sand 
Percent 65 199 
SOIL 
Me<l1um Fmc 
"and sutd 
StniSOIL 
259 8.08 17.66 2729 
}i''lll<" 
~ult 
28 57 742 
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TABLE XXVII -D1agram showing thE' n verage percentages of mechanical 
components m so• J and suhsotl of the North .veo,tern Te;,t B'arm, Neapolis. 
\"'erv 
co trse 
sand 
Percent 07 
Percent .17 
Medmm 
sand 
SOIL 
Fme 
sand 
...,-ery 
fine 
san<i 
Silt Fme 
Slit 
Clay 
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TABLE XXVIII.-Diagram o;hcwmg the d' erage percentages of mechamca 
components 10 the s01l and subso1l of the South<\ e&tez n Te,.,t Farm, Germdtltown. 
Ver"' 
coarsE> CodrSt 
sand sand 
Percent 1 04 1 93 
Percent 1 19 1 79 
.. ~Iedmm 
sand 
1 96 
SC IL 
Vcr...-
llnf' 
~and 
909 
SUBSOIL 
50 21 
40 96 
Clay 
17.72 8.89 
18 43 1468 
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TABLE XXIX -D1agr<tm showing the average percentages of mechanl;-clli 
components m the soil and subsoil of the Southeastern Test Farm, Carpenter. 
Percent 
P..oeut 
Verv 
fin< 
!>and 
.52 
.86 
SOIL 
C.odr...., Medium Fme 
v .. ry 
fine 
sand !>and sand sand 
1.80 a.ss 4 75 
SUBSOIL 
U7 1.21 1.41 
Silt Fme 
sllt 
26.01 
24.62 
Clay 
9'71 
16.01 
TABLE XXX.-uiagram showing the average percentages of potash, soda, lime, magnesia, phosphorus pentoxid, sulfur 
trioxid and total nitrogen in the SOIL, or first six inches, at \Vooster, Strongsville, Columbus, Neapolis, Germantown 
and Carpenter. SOIL 
"" 
'ho 2/JO 3110 •ho '/·o (j ;HI •lw 
WOOSTER 
Potash ..................................... . 
~::: ::::::.::::: ·: :::::::::: :::: ::::::·.::: :::::::::::::::. tnl!l:n:nHII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl:lillflJI!IIlll:lll!llll'illll:l!;ll'l!:tliiJ,Iillllllilll:lllll 
M::tgnesia ....................... · · · · · ·· · · · ·· · · ~ · · · ·· · · · 
Phosphorus pentox:d ....................... ·· ....... · · · · · 111111111111111111111111 
Sulfur trioxid .............................................. ~ 
Total nitrogen .. .. .. . .. ................................. r-:::::::1 
STRONGSVILLE 
:::~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::·.:::: ::::::::::::::::II=========:=~ 
Lime .................................................... 'lllllllllllllllllllllll!lllllllllll!lllllllillllllillllllllill!lllll:llllllllllllll'l:llt 
Magnesia ................................................ I· . o·""-~·"'·~-~ ..~-~--"'· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Phosphorus pentox1d .................................... · 111111111111111111111111111111 
Sulfur trioxid ............................... · • • .... · · .... ·IW»Za 
Total nitrogett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... · · · · . :::::::1 
N~PO~~~u•u•••••••••u••••l-----= Potash...... ... ...... .. . ....................... .. 
Soha .......................... .. 
Lime . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIInlll 
Magnesia ................................................. f ~=§§§§~ 
Phosphorus pentoxid.. . . . . . . . .............•............. . ,11111111111111111111111111111 
Sulfur t~ioxid ........................................... ~ 
Totalrutrogen .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 1:::::::11 
..... 
t-> 
.p. 
:) 
::r: 
H 
:) 
t?:1 
~ 
'J 
(':) 
~ 
H 
io:: 
G 
~ 
o-J 
UJ 
o-J 
:r--
>-3 
H 
c 
z 
to 
c 
r 
r 
t'j 
..., 
H 
z 
..... 
(II 
? 
son, 
<ftc '/JO "~w I , •110 </10 'ho 6ho 7ho 
COLUMBUS 
--~-~~c-- I 
......................................... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~====~= Snda .................................................... ,; Potahh ....... . 
I.ime ........ · · . · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lili"I,::II'I:!I!,:I:IUI ::,i:JLII.'!:,I:IIIIIIIIHI'I:1::·1:, 1i h :,Hl,IJ,IIiiiiiiiEI!III!,IIIIllll,l!'IHII!I!illllllillllllliilll'llllllll:llillllllillllliiillllll!l:lllillllllllli'lllllllillllllilllllil 
Maganese ..... ....................................... . 
Phosphorus pen toxid ................................... . 
Sulphur trioxid ..... 
Total nitrog-en. 
GERMANTOWN 
Pota-..h ............... . 
Soda. 
.... ······················ 
Lime. 
1mmn:JUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
~ 
• 
lll':tii:J:IIIIIJ:IIiUIIIlUU!iiLiiiiU 
Maganesia ............................................. j-=· =·=• ~--~-~-~--~--~~~~~~~~~~ 
Pho~phorus pentoxid..................................... Tilllllllllflllllllllll 
Su;tur trioxid ............................................ -~~ 
Tot a 1 tlitroge-n .......................................... . I I 
CARPENTER 
Potash ...................... · ... · · · · .......... · · ·· · · .... · ·IJI••······· 
:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::·. :::::::: ::: ·[,lllll:ll'll'lll!'li1 1i'llillilllllllll!l~illlfllilllllllllll,lil~ 
f.=..:.:__ --- =~--~¥'"'---~--~~~~ M"<,'"""'" u u • • • • • • • • • • • • • • m ••• u. • • • • • • : ••••••• ~UUIIIHmlmmn I 
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TABLE XXXI.-Diagram showing the average percentages of potash, soda, lime, magnesia, phosphorus pentoxid, sulfur 
trioxid and total nitrogen in the SUBSOIL, or second sitr .inchea, at Wooster, Strongsville, Columbus, Neapolis, Germantown 
and Carpenter. SUBSOIL 
<fc l/10 2/)(J 8ho •ho 6fio •ho 'llo 
WOOSTER 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Potash .................................................. . 
Soda ................................................... . 
Lime ................................................ .. 
. ~~m~lffi~IUIIIffi!IRRmHIIIIIIW1!111111111llJlllillBUIIIIIIIIIIfiilllllllllllll~ 
Mag:t1esia ............................... , .......... · · ·. · · 
Phosphorus pentoxid ...... .............................. . ' 11111111111111111111110 
Sulfur trioxid...... .. . . . . . . .. .. ......................... . ~ 
Total nitrogen .. .. .. . . .. .............................. . ~ 
STRONGSVILLE 
Potash ............................................... .. 
Soda .................................................... . 
Lime ................................................... ••· • IIIIUIIIIIRIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIHII!IIlllliiiiUIIIMBIIIBIHl 
Magnesia ............................................. . 
. 
Phosphorus pentoxid ................................ , ... . ' lllllllllllllllllll 
Sulphur trioxid ......................................... .. -~ 
Total nitrogen .......................................... . 
-· NEAPOLIS 
Potash ................................................... . 
·-Soda ..................................................... . Lime .................................................... . • lllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllmBillllllllllnJmlm 
Magnesia ............................................... . ·=-=---~· 
Phosphorus pentoxid .................................... . 11111111111111111111111111 
Sulfur trioxid ............................................ .. §§ 
Total nitrogen .......................................... .. 
~ 
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SUBSOIL 
COLUMBUS 
1 ~ 1/to '',!, ___ sJ,o ______ 4/,o ___ li/to •Ito 1/,0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
, I I I I 
Potash ...........................................•........ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~========= 
Soda ........................... ········-···--··········-·--!: 
Lime • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ -.. - ': '1:11 ;['il'll'll'Jt;Ji,il.il:!l:ii'll:li:II:IJ:!IIUI:II:II:Iilii:IEI':It:!l'li:!I.:JIIIP\~I:il !1:!':!1':' IUI.II:I!:II'Ii ii'II:!J:Irt::ii':Jii'lll! il'll'il.ll:ii.ll'li II II :t i! :1 'l':.'l.ll'll'll'll'li'll'li '1''1'!: 11'1!'!! !I'JI.IJ::rll~ 
Magnesia ................................................. . ---=· -- --===.---:=::::___:_~.-- -- --==-::::=· ---.-:::---
Phoopho~us. pentoxid ... - ............................ _ ... -~~~llllllfllflllllllllllllllllll 
gulfllrtnoxJd ........................................... _.  
Total11itrogen . . . . . ......................... · ·. · · · · .... · .f[:::::::::::::::l 
GERMANTOWN 
Potash _ ..................... ·- __ ...... ·- .. ------ -··--- -- } ...... ~~~~----
Soda ................................................. ····- ----------------, 
Lime .................................................... . I~ ll'/ I• \t J:,\rli'l\ l1 l: J: ·~; f~oli ~~ ', j 
Mag-gesia ......... ·- --·· ··-· .... -··· --·· ................ - -· -~_,_·--'·"'="-==---~--- ·-"---~-"---=~co-..:.....~:.._-==---...-==---=::::= 
Pho~phorus pentoxitl ........ ............................ . :mnnmuumnm1 
Sulfur trioxid. . . . . . ..................................... . %/f.-?3 
Total nitrogen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ---_Ill 
C.\RPEXTLR 
Potash ........ . ......................................... , ;,k,.t;fW ; • 
Sorla. -·-· -··· ...... ·- ...... ·-·· -··· -··· ·--· ·----. -·-· -·--·~ 
• '1""'1Jl11!1l'l'!'1 '111!'' 1 Lnne .. ~- .... ··-· .... -........ - -· ........ -· _ .......... _ ·- , , . , , .. ,.I,,I,I,II,.J,.,,II.IIIhll 
1\I ag11esta •.....••.................•.... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . j 
Phosphoru~ pentoxid _ ................... -.... -......... -. llllllllllllll!:::::r 
Sulfur trioxid .. ............................................. I?:~~! 
Total nitrogen ............................................ I ll 
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·when it come':\ to inferring the physical behador of so''<>,- try-
ing only in the proportion-, of the finer sedimenb, silt and cb}, tl1•. 
difficulty increa~e"'; thi" difficulty may be said to prevail i 1 t!L 
laboratory work as well as in the field culture. The po'"""i~Jlt' 
moi~h11·e relations of soils may be infened quite satisfactori ~ 
from mechanical analyses. 
In the matter of soluble plant food, the sand will be fouml 
deficient, the silts lean and the clay richest of all; tllis has leJ 
to the tendency to judge the 1:elati\·e potential or possible produc-
h·eness of an agricultural ~oil by the percentage of clay contain.2d 
in it. It is easy to apprehend there is here a limitation placed by t:1e 
term ''an agricultural soil." Outcrops of fire clay ia fields are 
rarely producti,·e although rich in clay. \Vhile the agricultural 
soil \vith hig·h clay content may ha\·e a high potential productiveness, 
and the :;,oil lean in clay may not be expected to possess an equal 
potentiality, yet at the same time it may be responsive to cultural 
methods, the applications of manures, and highly desirable from a 
cultural point of view. 
We ·wisl! to present here only the broad lines of the sig-
nificance of the results of mechanical analysis as applied to soils by 
hydraulic sedimentation. The ignition and water losses stated in 
the mechanical determinations are also made in the chemical an~ 
<1lyses and will be discussed under that special heading. 
li1E'l'IIODS AND SIGNIFICANCE OF CHEl\IICAL ANALYSES OF SOILS. 
Chemical analyses of soils have been made for a great many 
years, beginning in a ;:,ense with the work of the early English, 
German and French agl"icultural chemists. Since the introduc-
tion and widespread use of phosphatic and other fertilizers some 
agriculturists ha ye qne::;tioned the results of chemical analysis, 
because the interrelation between chemical results and soil pro-
ductiveness has sometimes been clouded. In part this lack of 
clearness may h:lVe been due to the methods of analysis employed 
in earlier investigations, in part it may be due to failure to value 
properly the relative proportions of the various constituents, and in 
part it may be still due to a failure to appreciate the biological factors 
in the soil. The soil is inde~d a biological as well as a chemical lab-
oratory, within which biological factors interact among themseh·cs 
and react upon the chemical constituents of the soil. 'J'hat reactions 
continuously favorable to plant production may be obtained in a soil 
lean or poor in the elements required by the plants for their growth 
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and maturity will scarcely Le claimed by modern agronomists. But 
that all the differences in prouuctiveness a'> between two soils of li:;:e 
chemical compo<;ition 'vill be apparent from the chemical analyses 
will certainly be doubted by those familiar with the biological 
forces of crop and soil before rderred to. 
In the matter of methods of chemical analysis of soils, those 
employed have already been stated (pages 86-89) but their varia-
tion from former methods may not be apprehended. 
The specified strength of hydrochloric acid and the time of 
digestion haye been regulated so as to secure in solution the soil 
constituents of present agricultural value. No fusion of soil resi-
dues with alkalies to render them soluble in water or acid has been 
practiced except possibly in the analyses of the Columbus soils 
made by Mr. Falkenbach. The methods employed by him are not 
fully known to the ''Titers. This digestion in a specified strength 
of hydrochloric add for ten hours is the present official method of 
the Association of Ofl:icia:l Agricultural Chemists of the United 
States and is in wide use for the reasons stated. 
The results of the chemical analyses secured by this method, 
while not claiming to express the exact amounts of available soil 
plant food, etc., do express, as nearly as may be done in the pre-
sent state of our knowledge, the relative amounts of elements in 
the soil which may be made available by culture and the proper 
adjustment of the plant life in and upon the soil. 
The essential elements for the growth and maturity of 
r>lants including seed bearing ha\·e been determined by plant 
physiologists. This has been done by experiment with control 
of conditions. For a discussion of the details and the various 
bearings of the question, some work on plant physiology should 
be consulted. It Rufl:ices to state here that seed bearing plants 
require the chemical elements phosphorus, sulfur, potassium, cal-
cium, magnesium and iron, which are commonly found in the soil 
in combinations of non-lidng or mineral nature: sodium and silicon, 
which abo occur in like compounds, are not essential. In addition 
,)!ants require nitrogen, commonly derived from living or decaying 
organic sources, and carbon, the latter of which is supplied in the 
form of a gaseous combination of carbon and oxygen called carbon 
dioxid, found in the at:nosphere and derived from t:1e respiration of 
duimals and from the combm.tion and decay of carbonaceous bodies. 
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In addition and abo.-e all we may say plants require the element' 
hydrogen and oxygen which are, ho\vever, utilized by the plant 
not as hydrogen and oxygen, but as the commonest of compounds 
WATER, to the chemist hydrogen monoxid.l 
Water possesses gr.:at importance by reason of its solveni 
properties aside from its chemical constitution. The food oJ 
plants derived from the soil must be taken up in aqueous solutions 
it needs only this statement to emphasize the primal importance oJ 
the relations of the soil to the absorption and retention of water. 
Yet while these ten elements of the chemist are essential and twc 
or more othe1·s incidental in plant groyvth, certain of these havE 
been found of a preponderant effect on plam growth: in this cate· 
gory belong potassium, phosphorus and nitrogen. Under certair: 
unusual circumstances other elements may stand forth in import· 
ance. 
·what then are the elements contained in the soils analyzed 
and \vhat relation do these bear to the soil productiv.:ness? It i-, 
easier to state the results of the chemical analyses in terms ol 
the elements fo11nd in the soil than to point out their exacl 
relations to plant growth in every case. The content of our soil~ 
in potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, iron, aln··ir:iu:n, s lfur, 
carbon, nitrogen, combined oxygen, etc., are set forth in Table 
XXXII which i:; derived from TaLl~ III. 
It will be observed that the percentages of thc~e yario:.:s e1e· 
ments, aside from carbon not previously determined, and co:::1 :..in eel 
oxygen, which in the earlier table was included in the oxids of all 
clements except nitrogen, betr a definite relation to the percent-
a:,;·e::;; of potash, soda, lime, magnesia, iron oxid, alumina, phosphorus 
pentoxid and ~ulfur trioxid, given in the earlier table; they ha1 e 
been calculated from the former percentages. To the student of 
chemistry these percentages are interch ll1geable expressions bear-
ing certain definite mathematical relations to each other, since the 
chemical elements enter into combi 1ati ms ahv~ ys in certain definite 
proportions by weight, which can bel xpressed numerically and have 
been so expressed for a long time in terms of atomic weights or 
combining proportions. The chid point here is that calcium is the 
base which, combined with oxygen in the proportions of 40 parts by 
weight of calcium to 16 parts by \vd.;ht of oxygen, gives a compound 
calcium oxid (CaO) commonly known as caustic lime. Further, that 
this calcium oxid (CaO) combines \dth water (H40) in the propor-
tion of 56 parts by weight of calcium oxiu to 18 parts by wright of 
water to form calcium hydroxid \CaO, II40 equal to Ca (0H) 2) or 
..... 
~ TABLE XXXII.-Showing average results 0f C'H~:MICAL 1\NALYSFS expressed in pt>rcentages the of the elt>ment"'l potassium, sodium, 
calcium, m.tgnc:,;ium, iion, alummum, phosphonl~>, sulfu• and carbon, in .. tead of their oxi<ls. (Conipat·e Table III). 
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f-t 
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0 
rtl 
0 
H 
II: 
0 
SOIL-1st six inches ...... 
Wooster {East Farm) ... 
Woo•t"r (South Farm) .. 
Wooster, average . ...... 
Strongsville ............. 
Columbuc; .............. 
Neapolis (yellow sand) .. 
N<>apolis (black sand) . 
Germanto\vn ..... , ...... 
Carpenter ............... 
SUDSOIL-~nd six mches. 
Wooster{I:a~t Farm) •... 
Wooster {South Farm) .. 
Wooqter, averaJre ........ 
Strong~ville ............. 
Colttmbus . .............. 
Neapolis (yel.ow sand) .. 
Neapolis {black sand) .. 
Germantown ............ 
Carpeuter ............... 
In,.>l-
~0 uble 
An- nt~Lttt~r 
"IY- and 
""~ ""luble ~.o1lka 
16 ~-73 
5 1!753 
21 RlH 
13 83"58 
8 ll3-t-t 
2 93 21 
2 9J 37 
1 oow 
2 IG 73 
16 H7.f7 
5 87 117 
21 87 85 
13 83.80 
8 83.87 
2 9! 31 
2 93.18 
1 89 20 
2 81.7;) 
Pota~¥ .;;:odium CHlci- l\l;,Jrn~ 
hinn1 un1 hiUnl 
K Na Ca l\Ig 
--- --- ------
.179 .289 .200 .235 
.260 .178 .150 .235 
.198 .193 .185 2'&5 
.170 .215 .157 -277 
.468 .539 .400 .374 
.014 .044 .135 
-Oi2 
.ow -066 .214 .078 
.us .155 .078 .1b7 
.155 O!l1 .128 .181 
.2114 .2ll2 .193 .223 
.2;:0 .208 .143 .272 
.2:8 .2.2 .179 .235 
.179 .213 .129 .272 
.4M .579 .493 .374 
.054 .0:52 .100 .078 
.050 .067 .172 .081 
.m .171 .093 .2:!3 
.2:2 029 .107 .223 
-
SOLUBI.J<~ AKD VOLATILE M.ATTER. I Humus Total 
Inn Alum·-~ Phus- Sul"ur Oxygen *Car- Moist- Com- Other (carbon n:tffioo 
lll m phtlTUS in bon ure bined vo1ati1e Total 
Fe AI P s ox ids c H20 water matter xL727) gen 0 H20 
------
1.867 1479 .039 .016 2.561 1.037 .sn 97! 1 55'l :woo:; 1 791 .096 
1 888 1.702 .069 .012 2 757 1 240 .812 1.121 1 727 93 71 2 152 .091 
1.1!7-t 1 526 -046 .012 2 575 1 085 .su 1.005 1 5.."<9 99-801 1 874 .093 
2-266 l.i3-t 055 .020 2 968 2 081 1 592 I 142 3 -!9;) 93 7JJ 3.5::4 .187 
2-3~ 2-572 .062 .036 4.140 1.852 111 l.li!TJ 1 20J 100 2::6 3106 .2~9 
.6'92 .525 .054 .012 .980 1.285 .945 .3-!5 1.375 99 718 2.219 .091 
.4fl!l .424 .059 .012 .&2 2.722 1.115 .279 3.038 9'J 7-!9 4.653 .120 
-
1.175 1 681 .045 .012 2303 .802 1.0!5 1.107 .746 100 009 1 385 .1)90 
1.909 2.119 .049 .012 3005 1.216 l.ll6 1.393 3.165 100-2:59 2.109 .138 
2 32'2 1.008 .043 .016 3.0!3 .503 .950 1.190 1.4b7 100.114 .869 .OOi 
2.281 1.888 .063 -012 3.102 .503 .!H-! 1 243 . 1-430 93.879 .869 .060 
2309 1~ .048 .016 3.057 .503 .923 1.208 1.465 :o:> 079 .e~ .061 
3302 2-100 .040 .012 3 757 .629 1.615 1-435 2.2!1 ro tro6 I 1.086 .174 
2 MO 2.2::i9 .066 .oto 3 975 1-750 1.22 1.487 1.19 10a.309 3.012 .135 
.574 1.044 .050 .008 1.370 .579 .005 .688 .218 93 930 .£99 .037 
.784 .710 .048 .Dot 1.191 1.642 .950 .487 .1!21 1oo.o:o 267:1 .113 
1.581 19.)7 .050 .012 2. 77-1 ,860 1180 1.288 .532 100.102 U£5 .090 
2.4 .. "8 2.583 .OS7 .0:2 3.658 .468 1.208 1.700 2.204 99.678 .8J3 .070 
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the slaked lime of popular knowledge. The composition of this 
co~npound ·will not be di;Jerent \vhen in the dry state, whether 
denved from the a;)plication of \Vater or steam to the caustic lime 
c1Jrectly or formed by the slow process of ·water absorption from 
the atmosphere. In either ca~e the final resultant product is 
calcium hydroxid. So for the other elements and compounds which 
are designated in these two table::> of results of chemical analyses. 
The combinations of the elements with oxygen are all in definite 
pro;_:Jortions. The small figure" below and to the rig·ht o£ the abbre-
viation of the element of whaten~r nature, a:-. in the case of K 20, NaJO, 
F 20 3, P 20j, etc., indicate the number of atoms of each element en-
tering into combination. In the case where no ~ub-number is 
employed, as in CaO, J\1g0, a single atom of the element is under-
stood to be 111 combination. Some of the facto-rs derived from these 
atomic proportions are included in the table of units and factors at 
the end of this bulletin. It will be observed that unlike in Tabk 
III, in Table. XXXII an effort has been made to separate the loss 
of the soil samples upon drying and igniting into absorbed ''moi:-.t-
ure," "combined water" and '"other Yolatile matter"; also that the 
, .. carbon percentage here first introduced indicates material burned 
out upon ignition and in the other tables is included under the some-
what indefinite term of "organic matter." 
THESE SOILS ALL HIGH IN INSOLUBLE li!ATTER. 
Any one studying the chemical composition of these soils will 
be impressed by the high percentages of insoluble matter, ranging 
as they do from 83H per cent, approximately, at StrongsYille 
and Columbus to 93.2 per cent in the yellow sand of Neapolis. 
The insoluble matter thus induded represents the substances 
insoluble in the acid of the strength employed to prepare the soil 
solutions, together with a small quantity of silica passing into i.he 
soluhon and rendered insoluble by subsequent evaporation. This 
insoluble mass represents the silica (true sand and quartz of the 
soil) and the insoluble silicates which may be present in the soil 
mass . 
. 
In the diagrams, Tables XXX and XXXI, it was found im-
practicable to include the insoluble matter and to represent the 
proportions of the various soluble constituents of the soil in any-
*Through the kindness of Dr. C. G. H0pkins, chemist of the Illinois Agri-
cultural E.l!.penment l::>tation, h"r. Ames was able to take advantage of th<' op-
Jn"tunities afforded in their laboratory to determine the percentage of C<trbon in 
<'umposite sampl~s of various !\:.llls and subsoils. This was done by the deter-
>!!1ation of carboa dinxid (CO,) 11sing th<! Parr Bomb Calorimeter. The humus 
,1 •rcent.q:;· •s <l<~rl<'d to Table XXXII are, as shown; derived from the carbon ~er· 
c.;ntag~ by multiplication, -u~>iug tb.e factor given. 
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thing lil;:e a striking manner. The same reason applies and led 
to the exclusion of the percentages of iron oxid and alumina from 
these diagrams. The tabulations, however, dre sufficiently obyious 
without the diagrammatic repetition. It has already been sug-
gested in an earlier part of this bulletin, pages 85-86, that a well 
marked similiarity is observed in the mechanical constituents of 
the '.Vayne silt loam, the Cuyahoga silt, the Germantown silt and 
the Meigs silt clay (soils of Wooster, Strongsyillc, Germantown and 
Carpenter); this similarity extends in like manner tJ the in oluble 
matter of the chemical analyses. It will be borne in mind tl1at we 
are discussing these particular silt soils under investigation. The 
nigh percentages of insoluble matter are parallel with moderate, or 
low percentages of mechanical clay and alumina. (Sl!e Taules II 
and III.) When we contrast the insoluble matter found in these 
soils with that of the more strictly limestone clay of the Kentucky 
Experiment Station farm (see Table XXXIII) we disco\·er that 
therein only 76.87 per cent of insoluble matter occurs in the one 
TABLE XXXIII.-Showing variation between soils of Kentucky Experiment 
Station and those heretoture consld<..red in the amounts of insoluble matter • 
.J<X,.utu~ky soil- Wayne Cuya- Olen tan- German- M':"tigs 
Blue GrabS silt bog a gy •ilt tO\ID •ilt 
------
loam silt loam ~1lt clay 
Sample 
No. 2 
Sample 
No.3 (average) (average) (ave1agP) (average\ (.L\t•rage) 
---------------------
Insoluble matte: .............. '16.874 80.520 88.44 8358 8344 9G 5:5 85 73 
Potash (X2 0) , ................ .405 .422 .239 .20:> .564 .142 .187 
Soda (Nas 0) .................. (.165) (.186) .26 .29 74 .21 11 
Lime(CaO) ................... .4811 .3'19 .26 .22 56 .11 -18 
Magnesia (Mg 0) ............. .425 .381 .39 .46 .62 31 .30 
Ferric oxid (F<!JI Oa), .......... 3.504 3-251 2-68 3 24 341 168 2.73 
Alumina (AlsOa) .............. 6-61l! 6.191 2.88 3.27 4.85 3 17 399 
Phosphorus pentoxld (Ps 0~ •• .496 .418 .105 -127 142 102 112 
Sulfur trioxid (S Oa) ........... 
······ ······ 
.03 .05 09 .03 03 
Water and organic matter .... ...... ...... 4.52 8 31 5R6 3 iO 6f'9 
-- -- -- --
-- -- --Total .......................... ...... ...... 99.81 99 75 100-l7 100 00 100 ~6 
Total nitrogen ................ • 216 .190 .093 187 249 090 .138 
*SAMPLE NO. 2-Virgin soil taken to the depth of a boutS inche~ from a \HJOdland blu~gra~~ pa.. 
ture adjoining the experimental fi<'ld of the K<.lltucky Station. P1eoent forest gro\\th aoh, elm, honey 
locuot, coffee-bean, hickory, bl-tck walnut and sugar maple. 
"SAMPLE NO. 3-Cultivated sed! from an unfert.il!Zi:>d plot in the <'Xperimental field of the K<'n• 
tucky Station, taken also to the depth of about 6 inches. Thit. soil bas been in cult1vatmn many y"ars, 
but i~ believed never to have recciv~d any fertilizer · 
:Peter, A.M. Division Chemistry U.S. D. A. Bull.43:29-41. 
sample and 80.52 per cent in the other after 36 hours digestion 
compared with 10 hours digestion in our samples. The same holds 
true in clay soils elsewhere. This is mentioned in passing merely 
to call attention to this conspicuous component of the ::.oil. A more 
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detailed discussion of the e1ements which are soluble will be given 
upon a subsequent page. It will also be noted that, with the excep-
tion o£ the Columbus soil, the actual percentages of potassium are 
low and the same a;_:>pl:es in general to the percentages of lime or 
calcium and of phosphorus. The total nitrogen is much more 
variable. 
THE WOOSTER SOIL STRONGLY ACID. 
It is necessary to point out the strongly acid reaction of the 
Station farm soil, ·wooster. The same applies to the soil at Strongs-
ville and doubtless to some of the others where the test ha.s been 
less complete. This soil acidity is shown qualitath·ely by the power 
to redden moistened b:ue litmus paper. Quantitive methods are 
being \Vorkcd out by investigators. Results in this line may be 
expected later. 
One of the sources of soil acidity is fond in the tendency of the 
soil bacteria, acting upon the remains of pLmts, to produce various 
kinds of acids in the soil, when thi:> decay goc .. -> forward in the 
presence of insufficient amounts of lime and magnesium bases to 
combine with the acids. These acids are often referred to under 
the name of humus acids. It may be inferred with reserve that the 
increase in the soil humus by the most adyanced methods of culture 
increases at a like rate the risk of organic soil acidity, unless the soil 
content in the way of calcium and magnesium co:npounds furnish 
the natural check. The possible injury fl·o;n mineral acids 
is in mind. The action of various determined species of 
soil bacteria in the production of certain aci<ls has been investigat-
ed by Chester* who draws the following conclusion: 
"Most of the soil bacteria so far studied produce considerable 
amounts of acid in media containing carbohydrates. These acids 
include acetic, formic, propionic, butyric and lactic acids. 
"All soils containing larger or smaller quantities of vegetable 
matter are liberally supplied with carbohydrates in one form or 
another, hence all soils have a tendency to become acid as a result 
of the development of soil microbes." 
The attainment of the highest cultural results in our soils will 
thus be limited by the development of soil acids or be interwoven 
in this manner with the available amounts of calcium and magnesi-
um carbonates capab1e of correcting the condi~ion: these carbon· 
ates may be found existing in the soil or be added in practice to 
attain the balance. Soils high in insoluble mo.tter are rarely high 
*Chest<'r F. D. Report of Delaware College Agricultural Experiment 
Station, (1899). 11 :84 
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in the basic compounds which neutralize acidity. The writers 
would point to high lime content in the black soil at Neapolis and 
elsewhere as indicating the power of this organic matter to 
retain available lime compounds. Soil acidity is, further, poisonous, 
or toxic to a very large number of cultivated plants. Perhaps \Ve 
do not need to except any plants cultivated in our state from the list 
of tho:se injured by an excess of acid, while at the same time a low 
acidity favors the growth of several. The question has been inves-
tigated by Wheeler1 and his associates, and by others~ likewise. 
Soil acidity and the effect of lime are being studied at this 
!I) 
Station. App:ications o£ lime have been found to favor good cloyer 
f->tands, and to increase the possible clover yicld. 3 It is not quite 
c:ear that the organisms most largely concerned in the symbiotic 
or mutual existence in the root nodules of clovers and other 
legumes, by which atmospheric nitrogen is appropriated by these 
crops, is actuaily favored by an alkaline reaction in laboratory cul-
tLlres. l\Iost investigators have found a :slightly acid medium 
most satisfactory. But as field experimentation shows conclusively 
that this action is increased in acid soils by applications of lime \Ve 
mu-,t look for the effect either upon the host or upon the microbes. 
\Vhether this is to be attributed alone to overcoming the toxic or 
poisonous influence of the soil acids upon the clover plant, or wheth-
er it is due to this and the maintenance of conditions favorable to 
the co-operation of the soil bacteria, or to the increase of available 
lime or other elements for plant food as well, is not clear to the writers. 
·wheeler• states that "the utilization of atmospheric nitrogen by certain 
of the leguminou:-. plants (notably the clovers) particularly t1 pon sour 
soils, is facilitated by the application of lime." The matter of lime 
application is introduced here simply because it illustrates what 
must follow in practice with acid soils, which are likely to be soih; 
deficient in lime. Where soils naturally contain an adequate sup-
ply of lime no such necessity arises for this application. This has 
been touched upon by Veitch" who makes the following observa-
tions: 
"Broadly speaking, no more striking proof of the importance 
of maintaidng an alkaline reaction of the soil is needed than is fur-
nished by those soils which have become famous for their per-
1Whee1er, Report of Rhode Island Agr. Exp. Sta., 1893: 206; 1895: 193; 
1896: 242-243; 1900: 293-327; Farmers' Bulletin No. 77, U.S. JJ. A.; 189H. 
2Patterson, H. J., r.Iaryland Exp. Sta., Bulletin 66. 
"Thorne, C. E. Oh10 Exp't. Station, Bulletin 141 (1903): 79-80. 
4Wheeler, Fd.nners' Bulletin Nc.. 77, U.S. D. A., p. 6, (1898.) 
*Veitch, F. P. Comparisnn of methods for tho:: estimation of soil acidity. 
Journal Am. Chemical ~ociety, 26; (1904) pp. 637-638 and following. 
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sistent fertility under exhaustive cultivation. The loess soil 
"regur" of India, ''Tschernoseum" of Ru~~ia, chalk of England, 
ba~alt of the far northwest, prairie of the middle west, "bluegrass" 
of Kentucl·y and Tennessee, and the limestone valleys of the east-
are soils '•' hich are recognized as the most fertile in their respec-
tive localitli!S, and have maintained their pre-eminence in fertility, in 
some ca~e::, l'or thou-,ands of year.,;. These ~oils are all alkaline in 
reaction. '1 '1e history o£ liming furnishes more general evidence 
upon the value of an alkalinl! reaction of the soil as one of the chief 
economic factors in crop production." 
One of the authors has determined the soU acidity in various 
parts of a meadow Sf eu ed to timothy and clove:r upon the Station 
farm, \Yooster. "Where the clover catch was satisfactory the 
amount of acidity "\vas found to be very .small; but in the spot::, 
where clover was ab::,ent the acidity in a'~.. ins'.ances was found to 
be very high and increased with tl:e- depth. 
RA'l'IO OF THE ELF.MEN'IS FOU~) IN TBE SOIL. 
The ratios of potassium to the nitrog•en, phosphorus, calci.um 
and m..tgnesium of the various soil s< mplt~s are shown in Table 
XXXIV, together with the ratios fouJ"~ m plant ashes therewith 
appended. The ratios are also ;::o n;..an~rl with those found in the 
Kentucky soils before referred to. A little in$1":lection will disclose 
the wide range in the ratios of pota·~sium to thes.:- va~-!ous elements 
in the soils under considerat ,on. The deficient v of the soils at 
Wooster, Strong~ville, Columbus, Germantown a.:-.1 Carpenter in 
phosphorus seems to be inferentially shown from this table. The 
deficiency of tl:\e Neapolis soil in potassium is iu{ awt~ apparent, 
while the relative deficiency of the soils at Wooster, ::j1.rongsville, 
Germantown and Carpenter in calcium is at the same t.me obvious. 
The large quantities of the bases, potassium and cal< um, in the 
Columbus soil does not stand forth in the ratio, but is a.p ..... ent in 
the table of percentages. Attention is drawn to these ratios by 
reason of their bearing upon the question of balanced rations for 
plants. While in animal feeding the proportion of the variou~ sub~ 
stances desirable in a food have been worked out, much seems yl't to 
be desired with respect to our knowledge of ratios of the elemeuts 
in relation to the food of plants. The selective powers of plants 
may still furtbedntroduce variation in the ratios offered in the soil. 
The possible use of larger amounts of calcium by clovers i" 
i:g,di,cated by the ash analyses, which are averages of results ob-
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tained at the Massachusetts Experiment Station. 'l'wo analyses 
there of the ashes of the soy bean give double as much calcium as 
potassium and a single one of the cow pea gives more than double 
as much calcium. The soil qualities in any case will be deter-
mined by the a\·ailable character of the plant food found in the soil. 
A detailed discussion of a problem of this character can only be 
followed in f'onnection with extended experiments to determine 
what ratios are most favorable. 
TABLE XX:XIV.-Showing :the ratios of the potassium of the soils studied to the 
nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium atltl magnesium found therem; also the same 
in the Kentucky soil samples and the ratios uf potassium to the other ash 
constituents in the ashes of certain farm products. 
INDICf.TFD RHIOS POTASSIUJ\1 TO 
Potassium 
Nitrogen I Phu~· Calcium Mag· phorus nesium 
SOIL-'-First six inches .................... 
Wayne silt loam (Wooster East Farm) .. 1 : .536 .217 1 117 1.313 
.. .. 
" 
.. South .. .. 1 : .350 .2G:i .3';7 .904 
.. 
" " 
.. average ..... l : .469 .2:J2 .934 1.187 
Cuyahoga silt (Strongsville) ........ , .... l : 1100 .324 !123 1 629 
Olen tangy silt loam (Columbus) ...•.... 1 : 5:J2 .132 .H:i4 .798 
Nt•apoUs (yellow sand) .................. 1 : 2068 1 ~27 3 06R 1636 
.. (black sand) .................. 1 : 2.837 1405 5.oro 1 S:H 
Germantown silt (Germantown) ....•.... 1 : .762 . .381 .001 1.583 
Meigs silt clay (Ca rpcnter) ........•.... 1 : . 890 -~W .&j 1.168 
Kentucky ~oil (No. 2) .................... 1 : .8'21 .6!2 .976 .762 
" " (No.3) .................... l : .543 I .520 772 .6j.! 
SUBSOIL-1'l•cond six inches 
Wayne sill loam !Wooster East Farm) .. 1 : .3)3 .211 .942 1 093 
" " " " 
South 
" .. 
1 : .:l/.3 .2..'!6 .RoO 1236 
.. .. 
" " average ...... 1 : .2.Yi! .~~0 .i"(j{) 1.129 
Cuyahoga silt (Strongs vile) .••.......... 1 : .972 .22:3 720 1 519 
Olen tangy ~ilt loam (Columbus) ........ 1 : .293 .uo 1064 .806 
N~apolis (yellow sand) •....... 
·········· 
1 : .6t;;J .926 1 852 1.444 
Neapolis, (black sand) .... 
············ 
1 : 2.260 960 3.440 1.680 
Germantown silt (Germantown) ........ 1 : .512 .2i!7 .534 1276 
Meigs silt clay (Carpenter) ............. 1 : .330 .330 .505 1.053 
IN PLANT ASHES 
Clover group (average) ................... l : . ..... .161 1.100 .198 
Grain straws anJ cc1rn stiJVi.!r • •••••••••• 1 : 
······ 
.84ll .959 .355 
Cereal grains .. ..... ..... .. .. 1 : ...... .!A<.:S .372 .163 
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CALCIU:\1•1\IAGNE:SIUl\I IUTIOS IN RELATION TO PLANT GRO\VTH. 
Y:bile calcium and magnesium are both essential to plant 
grcwth, and the latter especially to seed maturity, magnesium in 
exces3 is poisonous. The toxic character has been studied and 
the conclusions set forth in the paper named below. 
Loew and May* have presented a discussion of "the liming 
of soils from a physological standpoint" and "an experimental study 
of the relatirn cf lime and magnesia to plant gro\vth." They have 
discussed this matter at considerable length and have presented 
experimental data upon the subject. Plants have been grown un-
der contr-cl cf food conditions; the toxic character of magnesium corn-
pounds is also insisted u:r;on v.ben cccurir.g in exc~ss. In this 
presentation, however, the matter bas been separated entirely from 
that of acid soils and is here so consiC:ered. The conclusion is 
reached that an excess of calcium over magnesium is desirable; for 
the oxids of the elements upon foliage plants, the most favorable 
ratio is placed at actual weight 7 to 4, (for the elements 25 to 12.) 
U pen cereals the ratio is placed at 1 to 1 for the oxids.t 
It will be observed from the next table, XXXV, that in some 
of the soils where a large number of samples have been analyzed 
this proportion is almost reversed, and is quite reversed at German-
town by the results of the single analysi,; made. Leaving out of 
consideration the question of correcting acidity, such ratios 
may be corrected by application of gypsum-calcium sulfate. 
There are inclications that ground calcareous limestone-calcium 
carbonate with little magnesium carbonate-is a much more bene-
:6.-::ial substance to u:..;e on acid soils like those under discussion. 
Causti\ lime, either calcareous or dolomitic, may be rightly pre-
ferred to gypsum, because by its use the ratio may be corrected 
and tte soil aciC:ity O\ .. rcome. Gypsum is a neutral compound and 
wi:I net correct acidity. 
In the calculations of the amounts of calcium and magnesium 
per acre the specific gr,Hitie!::l, or weight of soil per acre, given in 
the table of factors at tLe e1~d of the bulletin, have been employed. 
In con:puting the applicdions to be rr.ade for the correction of the 
ratio of calcium and l~_;::gnesium the raw gypsum, or hydrated 
calcium sulfate, has been employed; it contains about 23 per cent of 
*I. The liming of soils from a physiological &tandpoint. II. The relation 
of lime and magnesia to plant growth. Bul. 1, Bureau of Plant Indu&try, U. S. 
D. A., 1901. 
fRee als,o DuU. Coli. Agric. Imp. University, Tokyo. 4: No.4 (1901) and 
6: 97 (1904). 
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calcium*, 32.3 per cent CaO, and n~ry little magnesium. Since the 
be::ct calcareous limestone::st contain c:.:...cut 85 per cent of calcium 
carbonate and 13 per cent of magnesium carbonate and an excess 
of calcium carbonate above magnesium carbonate amounting to 
~2 per cent, this latter calcium carbonate or 51.5 r;er cent cachum 
*TABLE XXXV.-Showing amounts of calcium and map-nesium in the S">ils 
studied. tngether with 1hdr ratios and the ~pplication uf land p1 a~ter re-
quir~d to make ca:cit.m ctbd n.,.gnt&ium tqual or a ratio of 1:1. 
No. 
Cal-
of 
cium 
analy-
Ca 
ses 
Mag· 
nesi-
um 
Mg 
Ratio 
of 
calcium 
to 
magnes-
ium 
Amount 
Am mnt 
cat~·um 
magnes-
ium 
per 
per 
acre 
acre 
lbs. 
lbs. 
E'<:CCSS 
~iagnes­
iutn 
over 
catc:um 
per 
acre 
lbs. 
W<>ight 
I' nd 
pla ... ter 
tomalm 
calClUIU 
cqnal to 
mag-nes-
ium per 
acr~ 
Jus ... 
---------1------ -------------------
i;O:L-:st six inches 
Wooster, (East Farm)... 16 
Wooster, (South Farm) .. 
Wooster, average ..... .. 
Strongsville ........... .. 
Columbus ............. .. 
Neapolis (yello.v sand I 
Neapolis (black sand) ... 
Germantown. ........... . 
Carpenter ............ .. 
Kentucky No. 2 ....... .. 
Kentucky No.3 ....... .. 
SUBSOIL-2d six inches 
Wooster-(East Farm) .. : 
Wooster-(South Farml. 
5 
21 
13 
8 
2 
2 
1 
2 
16 
5 
Wooster, average........ 21 
Strongsville . .. .. .. .. .. .. 13 
Columbus ............. .. 
Neapolis (yellow sand) .. 
Neapoli; (black sand) .. . 
Germanto·wn ........... . 
Carpenter ............. .. 
8 
2 
1 
2 
.200 
.150 
.185 
.157 
.400 
.135 
.214 
.078 
.128 
.328 
.2'10 
.wa 
.]43 
.179 
.129 
·17:l 
.]00 
.In 
.om 
107 
. 235 1: 1. li5 3400 
,235 
.23j 
.277 
.374 
.072 
1: 1.56G 
1: !.273 
1: 1 76{ 
1: .935 
1: .523 
.187 1: 2.397 
.181 ]: 1.414 
.256 . . .780 
.229 
.223 
.272 
1: .8~8 
1: 1.151; 
1' 1 902 
3:15 
2GG9 
G~OO 
2203 
2l7ti 
537t) 
4.i80 
31:1>7 
2717 
.233 1• !.313 3101 
.212 1: 2 w• 2m 
.3iJ 1: 791 H[lC,j 
.078 ]: . 7:0 JiJ:lO 
.OS± 1: .4£3 3211~ 
.223 ]: 2 3~3 l7fi7 
.223 
3D93 
390j 
3(!9j 
·17119 
1224 
1;)26 
;)]i9 
:JOii 
4032 
:Jtl93 
4~.]7 
51G~ 
4165 
51GS 
71UG 
14H2 
1586 
42:17 
595 
1445 
850 
2040 
1853 
901 
570 
2451 
106!: 
2717 
'2470 
22D4 
2;j37 
6283 
3696 
SSiO 
so:7 
3917 
2478 
10657 
4626 
11813 
10739 
93S3 1: 2 OC4I 2o:J:l i 
-··- ·- - .:::::.:::::: .. -=-- ----"--==..:..C:::==~=== 
:!For best grades of calcart!OUS litncs only 4/o tbb amoun .. \\ 1ll Le required. 
is the amount that ·will be available for ratio correction under the 
assumption made. If dealing with such a grade of lime, we may 
count on 85 per cent lime (CaO) and only 11 per cent magnesia 
(MgO) with an approximate doubling of the perc0ntage of 111soluble 
matter found in the stone. The calculation 1s easily made. Sucb 
*Geological Survey of nh:o VI: 700-701. 
fBul. of 0. Exp. Sta. No. 127 :221-213. 
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lime contains 2.24 times, or~ / 1 times as much calcium as the land 
pla:-,ter and one needs only to use 4 / 9 as much in the application 
to oe made. It is doubtful ·whether it ·will 01·C.inarily b2 projtablc 
to make a sing-le application of more than 2CCO to 3CGO pounds of 
ground stone or lime per acre. The dolomitic or mag-nesian li.ne-
stoncs contain about 39 per cent calcium and 24 per cent mag-
nesium, these limes having- about 55 per cent calcium oxid an:l 10 
per· cent mag-ne,.ium oxid. This gives only a very small exce . ;;s of 
calcium alJoye magnesium and the applications made necessary to 
correct a ratio deficient in calcium by use of these materials, from a 
practical standpoint, are excessive and unnecessarily expensive. 
CO!~IU.:LATION OF THIT l~ESULTS 01" CHEl\IICAL AND 
1\IECHANICAL ANALYSES. 
TABLE XXXVI.--Chemical composition of the mechanicCJl sediments, silt, 
fine :>i!t and clay in the first twelve inch< s of soils at 1-Vooster, 
Strongsville, Columbus anti Carpenter. 
I~b;~- I I Fer- AI- nhos- Vo!a-~1 Pot- Mag- Sul-11~~;- Soda 1 Lime! .- ric um. ~~~r- fu.r tile 
~nd ash Na201 Ca 0 ne"a oxid ina 1"'':'1· J:i;l mat- To' at 
S<>l- K•>O I IM"' 0 OXld s 0· I sl~~'; - b i Fe203 Al203 p 2 0~ 3 ter 
-,,-,,.-,_-t-,•r_•_il_t_(_ll_:l--!-ll_n_un-)-.-.-.. ·I~D--3-7-19 .297 .2871-126 .204 1.389 1.7H 033 .023 .1:11 9~.945 
" fin<> "<ilt (.01-005 mm) .. 
1
82 773 .571 .3191.249 .635 5.18917.68~ 161 .O:i-1 2 4D"Il00.137 
" clay I 1105- 0001 mm). 
1
50.731 .84:1 .897 .676 1 200 9.20~ 13.82: .2CO 373 'l.G:9 9J.893 
Stron"sville ,ilt i-03- 01 mm) .. 1 95.71~ .278 333 .127 .237 1 39C 1 7161 .o:;r 0~ I I .n~~100.012 
" iint• .,iJt ( 01 I 132.569 .802 .340 .287 .623 4.56i 8 101
1
· .116 .OfJJ 2 311 9J 930 
005mm) ( i 
Str<.ngsvilk'clay i·UIIj..OllUlmm jj9.226 1.263 .773 580 1.2B3 9.383·14.2951 .124 .393 :3 777! 100.100 
Columbus "'ilt (.05- 01 mm) .... 
1
96.011 .314: .312 .173 .227 1.24Q 1 72RI .019 .OlG .HO 100.222 
•· fine silt (.01-.003 mm).,'i:l.237 .888 .300 .b02 .630 4.87fl 7.:334 .270 .083 1 7611 93 DOl 
•· clay r Oo.:l-Ullll1 "'ml . lri2 127 2.787 3.5:361.628 2.286 9 61817.!lfl0 .666 .502 * .... 100.440 
Carp.·nter silt (.05-.0l mm .... i'IG 015 .2:2 .232 .096 .159 .929 1.9i7 .035 .047 .IJJI 93 B34 
" finesilt(.Ol-.005nun)i'5.119(i .361 .2371 .180 .499 3 626 6.fi64l .102 .073 2 S:l, 03.6i3 
:tSample ot Columbus clay ignited before analysis, 
It is necessary to study the correlations existing bet·ween th•. 
results of the chemical and mechanical analyses made of Lese 
various soils of the type heretofore set forth. The next correla-
tions are c:ifficult to determine and for this reason one ap;::n-oachc., 
the subject \vith hesitancy. Nevertheless, such correlations mu,-i 
exist if our knowledge be sufficient. If one compare in Tabk.s II 
and III the total sand of the mechanical analyses with the insolubl~ 
matter of the chemical it \Vill be apparent that the grains of s:2n.l 
are very largely insoluble from a chemical point of view. The s:1t s 
are also high in insoluble matter, although the insoluble matter 
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is less in the mechanical c!ay; but in this the percentage likewise 
expresses a considerable amount of soluble silica. The material 
base or matrix, as seen in mechanical analyses of our soils, must be 
very largely composed of eilicon dioxid or silica, although some in-
soluble silicates which are not finely comminuted may be found in 
these sediments. The amount of plant food contained in the 
various mechanical se<:i:.nents may vary inversely as the size of the 
particles and therefore inversely as the amount of insoluble matter. 
To determine the chemical composition and therefore the 
amount of plant food in the :finer mechanical sediments, analyses 
have been made of the grades o,f silt and clay from Wooster, 
Strongsville, Columbus ani! Carpenter, in so far as the samples 
of soil would permit. These are set forth in Table XXXVI. 
The increase of the percentages of all the important elements 
with the :fineness of the sediment is especially marked and need not 
be fully restated. These analyses support the contention that the 
clay of the soil is very important as a carrier of plant food. Similar 
analyses of mechanical sediments have been made by Loughridge 1 
on a Mississippi soil. The results obtained by him have been 
included by Wiley2 and are also herein included. It will be ob-
s~rved that t:1e :finest t>.ediment mcluded by Loughride is less 
'Proceedings American Association for Advancement of Science, 22:80. 
*The distribution of the soil ingretlients in the sediments obtained in silt analysis.* 
-- -
Hydraul:c value Clay <0.23mm 0.25mm 0.5 mm 1.0 mm Other 
lkldi-
Per ce11ot in soil 21.64 23.56 12 54 13,67 13 11 ments 
---~~~ A ~ A B A B A n --
InsolublereRidue .. Jj 9614 35 73.17 17.29 b7.96 ll OJ 94-l:l 12 i2 96.32 12 74 13.76 
Sulttt.Ic silica ~.j 1'1 7 17 9.!15 2 34 4.~7 0 53 2.33 0.3:! ...... I • ..• ..
Potash .. .. .. .. . 1 47 0 32 0 53 0.12 0 ~9 0 04 0 12 () 01 .. .. .. . .. .. 
SoJa...... ..... 1.70 0 24 0.06 0 28 0 04 0 21 0 02 ...... .. .. . 
Lime .. .. .. . .. . 0 09 0 03 0 13 0 03 0 18 0 02 0 09 0 01 .. .. ..
1 
.... . 
Magnesia .. . .. .. 1 3'd 0 ~9 0 46 0 11 0 26 0 03 0 10 0 01 .... .. 
Mangan<',.,....... 0.30 0 06 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 0.00 0 00.. .... 0.36 
Ferric oxid .. .. . .. . 18 7ti 4 06 4 76 1 11 2 ~<l 0 ~9 1 03 0 14 .... .. 
Alumina ......... 18.19 3 97 4 32 1 04 2 64 0 33 1.21 0 17 .... .. 
}'ho~phoric add .. . 0 lR 0.04 0 11 0 02 0 03 0 00 0 02 0 00 .... .. 
Sulfuric acid .. . .. 0 06 0 01 0 02 0.01 0 03 0 00 0 03 0 00 ..... . 
Voia.ti.ematt.er , .. 9.00 1 o3 5.61 1.43 1 i2 0 23 0 !l2 0 29 ... j 
T·tal orig-
in !nal Sl~ i-
m~..-ntf. .. soli 
-- --
71.F9 70 53 
10 36 12 30 
0 49 0 63 
0 12 0 09 
0.09 0 27 
044 045 
00(! 006 
5.fl0 G.ll 
5.51 8.09 
0 06 0 21 
o 02 o.o~ 
3.64 3.14 
TTotal ...... , ... 100 14 21.64 00~30 23.56100.00'lz:M100 ~1,-J.3 b'i,~. 131o ~ 198 :.1!j100.63 
ot:.l ~o:uble mat-
ter ........... 7311< ..... ?0 511 .... , 10 R2 ..... 5.161 • • ......... 1 .. • 
T<.tal 110!uble ba""~ 41.84 . . . . . . 10 MI..... 5 99
1
..... ~. 7J .. .. .... 1 .. .. .. .. . 
1 
1• .. .. 
Soluble silica in 1 I 
1 
_ ~rude substance 0 38 0 01 .. .. . I" .. . 1 • .. • • • .. .. .. .. .. 1.. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . 0.19 
.\. Calculate.! on th" amo:tnL of se limoat 
:..oughridge, ProceedingR A. A. A. S. 22:81. 
B Calcu!at~d on the amount of soil. 
2Principles and Practice of Agricultural Analysi£: I: 247. 
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than .25 of a rum. and therefo1 e is not strictly comparable 
to the determinations in the table ''herein the coarse sediment has 
a diameter of .05 mm. 
·when it comes to the correlation and the percentages of clay 
as determined by the mechanical analyse~, an 1 the percentages of 
clay a~ indicated lYy the aluminum o~i<l of the chemical analyses, 
the follo\ving table, Ko. )=XXVII, v..ill butr t vid.:nce. ·we have 
TABLE XXX'\' H.- ~h0wing comparis0n of soluble clay CC>ntC'nt it·dicated bv 
chemical <.nal) si:; and th.>t lvclllcl by i.he method of mechanical analysis. • 
SOIL-Firbt 'ix inch"• 
Wayne silt loam (W<>><t<'r Ea't Farm) .......... . 
South 
.. average ....................... . 
Cuyahoga silt (Strong~dlll·) . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. 
Olt'ntangy silt loam ,Cnhnnlm•).. .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Neapo!iH (yellow -.and) . . .. . .. . .. .. . . ................... .. 
Neavolls (blacl< 'an<!) . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. ...... . 
Germantown silt (G~rmantn\\n), ............... . 
M<:'igs silt clay (Carpenter) . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . ........ . 
Kentucky soil (No. 21 ................................... .. 
" 
" (No.3) .................................... . 
SUBSOIL--&>cond six inches 
Wayne silt ! .. am (""ouster East Farm .................. .. 
.. South " 
" " 
average ...................... .. 
Cuyahoga silt (Strongsville) . . .... ... ... .. .. .. ... ... .. .. 
Olentangy silt loam (ColumbuK) .................. . 
Neapolis (yellnw sand) .......................... . 
NeapoliR (ulack san<!) . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .... . 
Germanto\\n silt (German.ul\n) ............... . 
Meigs silt clay (Carpenter) .. .. .. . .. . .. .. ....... .. 
FIRST TWEI. YE INt.HER 
Wayne silt loam ('\Yoo'!tl•r Ea~t Farm) ..... 
Soutb " 
" 
.. average ..................... .. 
Cuyahoga silt (Strong~ ville) ............................ .. 
Olen tangy silt loam (Columbu') .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 
Neapolis (ydlow sand) ..........•...... 
Neapolis (black "and) ........ . 
Germantown silt (G<•rnl:tntn\1 n1 
Meigs silt clay ( Carp••n t •rl 
Actual 
Al2 Oa 
1 C3'C •Ia ted j l\Icchan-lr c.y ' ical 
A12 03 X 2.51256 clay 
1------:-1 
2.79 
3.21 
2.88 
327 
4!\S 
.09 
.so 
3.17 
3 90 
6.613 
6.191 
3 41 
356 
3 46 
4.11 
4 26 
l 97 
1 34 
3 fi9 
4-lli 
3.10 
3 ;,.;5 
3.17 
369 
4 48 
1.48 
l 07 
3.43 
4.1'! 
7.009 
8.065 
7.236 
8 216 
2.185 
2.487 
2.010 
7.964 
10 025 
16.615 
15.555 
8 567 
8.944 
U93 
10 326 
10.703 
4.949 
8.366 
9 271 
12.237 
7.788 
8 504i 
7.9645 
9.271 
11.444 
3.718 
2.688 
8.6175 
11.131 
4.60 
4.26 
4.54 
7.18 
6.12 
2.46 
1.22 
8.89 
9.71 
6.57 
7.38 
6.71 
15.61 
7.;12 
2.39 
2.07 
14.58 
16.01 
5.6'0 
11.31!5 
6.TI 
2 1:::5 
l.(r.l;) 
11.7W5 
12 !16 
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frequently re-checked our determinations of mechanical cldy be-
cause they seemed to us lower than we might reasc:<ably expect; 
therefore as a check we have taken the chemical compc.,ition of pure 
clay1 ( Al20 3 2Si02+2H20) and have computed the clay i:H~icated by 
the chemical analyses from the amounts of alumina ( Al.O_,l found. 
The insoluble nature of pure kaolin or clay introduces here some 
doubtful factors. These percentages are s.et forth fully in the table, 
together with the percentages found in the soil at the Kentucky 
Station already mentioned. For the iirRt :oix inches the results 
show unsatisfactory divergence in the ·wayne silt loam and a much 
closer agreement in all i.he other soils except, perhap'-', in that 
of co:umbus, where it may be that the fusion of the so:J ;.,amples 
with alkali has giHn higher alumina percentages than might be 
expected by the method of digestion employed in the other an-
alyses. The Cuyahoga silt of Strongsrille ;.,bows highe:· ;JC~rcent­
ages of mechanical clay t11an of calculated clay in the subsoil :ts also 
in the iirst 12 inches; the ;- ·tme applies to the Germanto'\Ul silt and 
the Meigs silt clay. 
BIOLOGICAL SOIL FACTORS. 
The previous discussions \\ill prepare us to appreciate the 
biological or living factors in crop production. Soils va;-y in their 
native growths which we may assume are more or less self adapted 
to the conditions therein exi:sting. This soil carries oak and hick-
ory; that, beech and sugar trees. These are biological facts 
that the farmer notes and profits by, in the choice of crop staples. 
Soil exhau8tion, soil drainage and the additions made by various 
applications introduce changes in the soil conditions. It may be 
that in some earlier discussions strained emphasis ha» been laid 
upon soil exhaustion. The changes in the soil other than by ex-
haustion of plant food have been undervalued. By manuring, either 
by the use of stable manure or by green manuring, the increase of 
vegetable matter containing the various carbohydrate", ( '-'UCb as 
starch, fiber, etc.,) leads to the production of various aci,Js through 
the action of the soil bacteria upon these substances. 1 he biolog-
ical possibilities of the soil are thus modified by the reactions going 
forward in it. Toxic conditions are set up and overslJ tliow the 
ordinary qualities of the soil. Possibly the crop suffers and a 
change of crop staples becomes necessary under certain conditions. 
But if the soil possess its own corrective for this acidity then no 
change is so imperatively demanded in the crops or soil treatments 
!See Ohio Geological Survey 5:646. 
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unless the lxdance of m'inerai plant foods for the crops grown be un-
satisfactory. Thus at en~ry step in our cultural progres» we ol>:sene 
that the m:e<ls of the plants (crops) grown and the possibilitie:s of 
the soil in relation to suppyling these needs, these favorable concli· 
tions of em·ironment, are often not fixed but extremely variable 
factors. Vv e all realize how true this may be within "ery brief 
lapses of time in relation to the >vater supply of the soil. Do we 
appreciate as a rule, the variations which may occur in the soil as 
a matrix or nidus? Or by what tokens are we assured of the soil 
balance? It is to these biological forces of crop and soil bacteria 
as well as the usual plant food considerations that we would appeal 
here. 
A little further reflection will convince most persons that 
whether we seek to investigate the soil by one method or by anoth-
er, by chemical, mechanical or expeJ;imental methods in the field, we 
inevitably come m the enrl to the consideration of the processes cf the 
plants cultivated. These include tl1e study of plant poisons, plant 
foods, plant nutrition, soil moisture relations and of the adequacy 
of the soil plant food. Experiments will continue to be necessary 
in this line for long years to come. If certain substances are pd 
sonons or toxic to the plant, these substances must be neutralized 
or rendered innocuous by the necessary applications or treatments. 
It is not enough that plants have grown in a way; the best and there-
fore the most profitable production is demanded. 
These correctives of the balance of biological conditions are tht• 
true end of ~oil im·estig-ations. 'The soil life, net the soil of itself, 
is the factor after all that <lelliand::> the maximum consideration and 
study. 
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UNITS AND FACTORS EMPLOYED. 
Units Soil weig-ht ... 
S"i1 First o inchco; ............... , ................. "1,700,000 lb..,. per <tcre 
Hulhoil--Second 6 inches .............................. ~1,900.000 " " " 
Total--First 12 inche'> . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 3,600,000 
*A verag~ of five or mor~ determinations of water-free soil \\eight, w .. .-t~t 
COM:MO"'l NAME 
PntMh 
Soda 
Lime (cauqtic) 
Slaked Lime 
Slaked L1me 
Land Plaster 
Calcareouq L1mestone 
Magne~1a (cau<>tic) 
D )'omittc Ltmeqtone-
Red Cxid of Iron 
Alumina 
Phospnoric Acidt 
Done I'hnspha te of Lime 
Sul!uf!c Acidt 
FACTORS 
GIVEN:-
CHEMICAL NAME 
Potassium oxid 
S<>diunt oxid 
Calcium oxid 
Calcium hydroxid 
Calcium hydroxid 
Calcium sul!ate 
Calcium carbonat<>+ 
Magnesium oxid 
Magne~ium oxid+ 
Ferricoxid 
Aluminum sesquioxid 
Phosphorus pentoxid 
Calcium phoqphate 
.. 
Sulfur trioxid 
K20 
Na20 
CaO 
Ca tOH 2 
Ca (OH'~ 
CaS04 
cac~.ll 
MgO 
MgC03+ 
F<>203 
.AI2"s 
P20t; 
3Ca0, P20r. 
'10 FIXD: 
F\CTOR 
Pot a ~qmm, K 0 1'!3033 
Sod •urn, N.l 0 742.D 
Calcmm, Ca 0 71480 
Ca'cmm, CJ. 0.341N 
Wat< r, H~O 0 24;0, 
'Ca!C!Um, c,., 0 _fllj1 
1 Calc1um, Cc.t 0 4 " 0 
Mal!'""ium, M!f 0 '01;1 
*Mal."'l~'ium,Mg 0 -88i> 
FPrrum (ircnl F<• 
Aluminum, AI 
Pho,phoru,, P 
p 
Pho~ pentox1d 
PJO,I 
Calttum, Ca 
l'lulfur,S 
0 (,99'~ 
0 5.;0D 
0 4361'2 
0 199~1 
0 15762 
o.3R7l9 
0 40045 
•; t i• to be nnder•tood that the factor• given m th~•P ca-..~ app'y ~imply to t.t • .1mnunt• , r tre 
'!"'<' ''ed carbonat< '• 'ulfate•, "tc , found in th~ matertal 
tlt is to he noted that th""' are not true ac1d'>, !Jut the anhydrid~ oroxid~ from 11 h1 h ac1d~ are 
formt•d by combination \\ith v.at.,r. 
CORRECTIONS. 
Pag"e 95; ~Ub'!Oil Germantown total "100 20" in-.teacl of "100 10." 
P.t '" 100; 'oUb"'il nwdium 'and read" 5- 25 mm" instead of "5-.25 mm." 
Pal-[<' 100 '<Ub<;<l!! nne •and rt'ad ".25-.1 mm" iMtead of '21)..1 mm " 
Po ~re 106; !11 column und<>r 872, for total read ''99 39" mstead uf "98 3.q " 
Pa·~e 106: ~ubsoil fine •and read ".25-.1 mm" instead of ''25-.1 mm." 
Pa•re 107; in column under •ection and plot re:td "Sample No " in~tead of "R<-ctim No " 
Pat-"' 108; bi!t read ".05-.01 mm" instead ol ".95- 01 mm " 
P ~ge 108; fine silt rend "01-.005 rom" instead of ".014:005 mm " 
Page lOB; in L~>lumn I< r 1 ,go. for total silt read "59.21" instead of ''58.21.'' 
P<1.ge 109; read "Tablll XIII" instead of "XII." 
Pall" 109; Sttb'!Oil, in column under 16, for alumina (A12 O•l read "4 52" in't< ncl o ''ilf." In 
co!un1.1 under 19 for alumina (Alg Os) rt>ad ''4 IS" in•t<.ad ut "4 52" 
.l:'ag 110; S>il under column of average for total read ''99.98" m•tcad of "99 OH •• 
F om a flwt~grnj ll bv w: J[. Kramer 
PLATE I.-View of the ~tation Farm, \Y00ster, looking- ~outheast from the towe•· of the Admini!>tration l3ui <11ng-. The foreground 
(West Farm) is occupiecl by the plots devoted to variety test«; the background ou the right gives a glimpse of the South Farm and on the left 
of the East Farm. 
,• 
From a pho!n_{!raph I:J' A. D .. Srll~v-
PLATE u•- View of the Northwestern Test Farm, Strongsl'ille, C11yahoga county, looking north across the 
Pomeroy:Tract- Strongsville Station in the background. 
From a pllolograpll by A. D. Selby. 
-:PLATE III- View of th<former North western Test Farm, Neapolis, Fulton county, looking northeast from the crossroad. 
Frnm n photograpll by A. D. Sefb), 
PLATE IV-View of the land occuppied by the Southwestern Test Farm, Germantown, Miami county, looking north. 
From a photograph by C. E. Thorn, 
PLATE V-View of the Southeastern Test Farm, Carpenter, Meigs county, looking toward the northeast. The 
upland to:right is occupied by a newly planted apple orchard; the extreme foreground of slope by catalpa planting. 
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